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1 INTRODUCTION
Jason Wright

On September 26–28, 2018, NASA hosted the Technosignatures Workshop at the Lunar and Planetary
Institute in Houston, Texas, to learn more about the current field and state of the art for technosignatures
searches and what role NASA could possibly play in the future in these searches.
The workshop had four main goals.

1. Define the current state of the technosignature field. What experiments have occurred? What
is the state-of-the-art for technosignature detection? What limits do we currently have on
technosignatures?
2. Understand the advances coming near-term in the technosignature field. What assets are in
place that can be applied to the search for technosignatures? What planned and funded
projects will advance the state-of-the-art in future years, and what is the nature of that
advancement?
3. Understand the future potential of the technosignature field. What new surveys, new
instruments, technology development, new data-mining algorithms, new theory and modeling,
etc., would be important for future advances in the field?
4. What role can NASA partnerships with the private sector and philanthropic organizations play
in advancing our understanding of the technosignatures field?
This report, edited by Jason Wright (PSU) and Dawn Gelino (NExScI), summarizes the material
presented at the workshop, as well as additional inputs from the participants, and is organized as follows:
Section 1, Introduction, led by Jason Wright, explains the scope and purpose of this document, provides
general background about the search for technosignatures, and gives context for what follows.
Section 2, Current Upper Limits on Technosignatures, led by Andrew Siemion, Emilio Enriquez,
Shubham Kanodia, and Jason Wright, addresses components of the first goal of the workshop, including:
What experiments have occurred? What limits do we currently have on technosignatures?
Section 3, State of the Art of Searches for Technosignatures, led by Andrew Siemion, Emilio
Enriquez, Shubham Kanodia, and Jason Wright, addresses components of the first goal of the workshop,
including: Define the current state of the technosignature field. What is the state-of-the-art for
technosignature detection?
Section 4, Near-term Searches for Technosignatures, led by Shelley Wright, addresses the second
goal of the workshop.
Section 5, Emerging and Future Opportunities in Technosignature Detection, led by Svetlana
Berdyugina and Natalie Batalha, addresses the third and fourth goals of the workshop.
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WHAT ARE TECHNOSIGNATURES?
The term “technosignatures,” a contraction of “technological signatures” or “signatures of technology,” first
appears in the literature in an article by Jill Tarter (2007), who wrote,
If we can find technosignatures—evidence of some technology that modifies its environment in ways that are
detectable–then we will be permitted to infer the existence, at least at some time, of intelligent technologists. As
with biosignatures, it is not possible to enumerate all the potential technosignatures of technology-as-we-don’tyet-know-it, but we can define systematic search strategies for equivalents of some 21st century terrestrial
technologies.
This highlights several important aspects of the search for technosignatures that were stressed at the
workshop and that should be kept in mind when reading this report:
1. Technosignatures are analogous to biosignatures in that they are a detectable sign of extant
or extinct life. Note that while some consider technosignatures to be a subset of biosignatures
and others think of them as being complementary to biosignatures, either way searches for
technosignatures are logically continuous with the search for biosignatures as part of
astrobiology.
2. Technosignatures represent any sign of technology that we can use to infer the
existence of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe, including familiar objects of
searches for extraterrestrial intelligence such as narrow-band radio signals or pulsed lasers.
The term SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) often is used synonymously with the
search for technosignatures.
3. As with biosignatures, one must proceed by hypothesizing a class of detectable
technosignatures, motivated by life on Earth, and then designing a search for that
technosignature considering both its detectability and its uniqueness. The search for
technosignatures is thus broad, encompassing much of astronomy.
4. Unlike biosignatures, many proposed technosignatures are self-luminous or involve the
manipulation of energy from bright natural sources. Also, since technological life might
spread through the galaxy, its technosignatures might be found far in both space and time
from its point of abiogenesis. Compared to biosignatures, technosignatures might
therefore be more ubiquitous, more obvious, more unambiguous, and detectable at
much greater (even extragalactic) distances.

WHAT ARE GOOD TECHNOSIGNATURES
TO LOOK FOR?
Much discussion at the workshop and in the technosignature literature focuses on the merits of a
particular proposed technosignature over others, often guided by the principle of looking for the overlap of
what activities all civilizations are likely to participate in (such as using energy) and what signatures of
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those activities could be detected across interstellar distances. Many of these “axes of merit” were
consolidated by Sofia Sheikh into a figure discussed on the final day of the workshop (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Technosignature axes of merit, illustrating some of the considerations that go into developing a good search strategy for
technosignatures.

The axes illustrated in Figure 1 are:
1. The timeliness of the search, often driven by the amount of new technology needed to be
developed or deployed in order to conduct a thorough search for a technosignature.
2. The cost of a search, which could include not only financial, but telescope time or other
opportunity costs, given the availability of the technology.
3. The ancillary benefits of the search. Searches for many kinds of technosignatures involve
surveys that can be used for other purposes, or can be expected to discover anomalies of
significant and potentially transformative astrophysical importance. At the positive end of this
axis are searches that satisfy Freeman Dyson’s “First Law of SETI Investigations”: “Every
search for alien civilizations should be planned to give interesting results even when no aliens
are discovered.”
4. The duration of the technosignature’s existence, or its duty cycle. For instance, signs of
propulsion of interstellar craft might occur only in bursts, and so require long stares and
repeated visits before being discovered; and might only occur for a brief period in a
technological species’ development, and so only be present among a small fraction of host
stars. Persistent technosignatures—such as ‘always on’ beacons, waste heat, or atmospheric
pollutants—might be more ubiquitous and require only a single look.
5. The degree of ambiguity of a technosignature. As with biosignatures (such as O2, which has
both biotic and abiotic sources), some technosignatures might be easily mistaken for natural
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phenomena unrelated to life. For instance, waste heat from
technology has a similar observational signature to
astrophysical dust, which makes it difficult to distinguish,
whereas certain narrow-band radio emissions may not have a
natural source.
6. The degree of extrapolation from current Earth technology to
generate the technosignature. We can be more confident that
a technosignature might exist if we understand and deploy
the underlying technology ourselves. For instance, laser and
radio signals are popular targets of searches for
technosignatures because humanity would be capable of
detecting its own such signals at interstellar distances.
Towards the other end of the axis, the creation of a Dyson
sphere would be far outside humanity’s current capabilities,
and some proposed technosignatures (such as exotic forms
of propulsion) require extrapolation beyond our best
understanding of fundamental physics.

A fanciful illustration of the concept
of a partial Dyson sphere, or Dyson
swarm. The concept of a
hypothetical megastructure that
encompasses a star and harnesses
its energy, was first proposed by
Freeman Dyson (1960). Image
credit:
Wikimedia
Commons/
Vedexent.

7. The degree of contrivance or inevitability of a technosignature. For instance, waste heat is an
inevitable consequence of energy use according to fundamental physics, whereas the
decision to send a transmission or to use a particular communication channel is a behavior
whose probability cannot be predicted precisely, requiring extraterrestrial species to have a
specific set of motivations and technologies.
8. The degree of detectability of the technosignature. As with biosignatures, a useful
technosignature is a strong one. For instance, the spillover energy from a directed energy
drive for interstellar spacecraft would be extremely bright and easily detected, whereas the
transit signature of artificial satellites might be extremely subtle.
9. The utility of a positive detection. An information-rich technosignature, such as a deliberate
message or the discovery of an extraterrestrial solar system artifact, would immediately
enable intense follow-up and yield significant scientific gains. At the other end of the axis is a
“bare contact” scenario, where we learn only that a technology exists at such great distance
that follow-up would yield no additional gains.
There are interplays among these axes. For instance, many technosignatures become more detectable at
the expense of being more contrived and requiring more extrapolation of current Earth technology, as
with the increase in detectability of artificial structures in space with their size.
Many of the technosignatures discussed at the workshop were proffered because they optimized a figure
of merit based on subjective weights given to these axes, especially the first two because the funding for
such searches has been so low historically. In particular, at the extreme positive end of the first three
axes are searches where the data collection of some fraction of a search volume has already occurred as
part of surveys for other astronomical phenomena, and which only require robust upper limits to be
calculated in the context of a technosignature search.
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MATURITY OF THE FIELD
Because the field of searching for technosignatures has had no regular source of federal funding for
decades, it is not as mature as other aspects of astrobiology, such as the hunt for biosignatures. In
particular:
1. The literature on actual searches for technosignatures is rather thin compared to other
aspects of astrobiology, and is dominated by a few mature search strategies that have
enjoyed modest private funding.
2. Travel to conferences, publication of articles, and the advising of students is and will continue
to be funding-constrained, since searches for technosignatures are not a topic covered by
most existing federal grant money solicitations.
3. There is virtually no curriculum on the subject at the graduate level; fewer than 10 PhDs have
been awarded for dissertations on searches for technosignatures.
4. As a result of items 1–3 above, there are few reviews of the field or metastudies to draw upon
when addressing the goals of this workshop. The last review of the field was an Annual
Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics (ARAA) article in 2001 by Tarter, which focused on
radio SETI.
Thus, to a large extent, getting good answers to the questions posed by the workshop is not a matter of
asking the appropriate experts to synthesize information that already exists, it will require training and
supporting scientists to do the work necessary to generate that information in the first place.
A “meta” answer to the third and fourth questions (“What new X would be important for future advances in
the field? What role can NASA partnerships with the private sector and philanthropic organizations play in
advancing our understanding of the technosignatures field?) is that NASA has the opportunity to foster a
scientific and educational community in which researchers from an interdisciplinary array of fields can be
introduced to the history of research into technosignatures, the current state of progress of such
searches, and learn the open issues in the field and where they can contribute to the future study of and
search for technosignatures.
For instance, regular meetings or workshops with strong didactic and review components and
travel support, run by the few researchers with experience in searching for technosignatures,
would generate a population of scientists with the background necessary to work on these
questions.

BREADTH OF THE FIELD
As with work on biosignatures, work on technosignatures is inherently interdisciplinary and will be
unnecessarily hampered if it is siloed into a stand-alone program. As will be clear from the following
sections, technosignature searches span the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum and beyond (into multimessenger astronomy); span timescales from fast transients to persistent sources; cross disciplinary
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boundaries, including (to name just a few) those between traditional astronomy, information and network
theory, planetary systems science, space- and ground-based instrumentation, astrobiology, risk
communication, and public outreach; and span distance scales from the very nearby (the Moon and nearEarth environment) to the extragalactic (e.g., gravitational wave and fast transient sources at significant
redshift).
Searches for technosignatures both inform and are informed by other areas of astronomy and
astrobiology. Much astronomical data and instrumentation is dual-use, providing an opportunity for both
searches for technosignatures and other areas of astronomy and astrobiology to contribute to the science
goals and science output of missions. Candidate technosignatures are often inherently anomalous and
interesting, requiring follow up and investigation in a traditional astronomical context.
Searches for technosignatures are thus a potential motivating science case across NASA’s
science portfolio, including most of its current, planned, and contemplated planetary science and
astrophysics missions. They would also be natural topics for proposals to most of its grant programs,
its graduate and postdoctoral fellowship programs, and guest observer (GO) and data analysis
programs for most of its observatories. These synergies across disciplines and programs would
provide NASA a rare opportunity for NASA to integrate a science goal into its science portfolio from the
beginning.

LIMITATIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT
This report represents the contributions of those who were able to attend and afford the NASA
Technosignatures Workshop on very short notice (less than 2 months in most cases) and who were also
able to find time to volunteer to substantively contribute to and edit this report in a short timeframe (about
1 month). There are members of the technosignature search community who could not attend and many
who did attend but did not have the time or resources to volunteer to the degree they would have liked.

AUTHORS OF THIS DOCUMENT
While the section leads named earlier in this report were primarily responsible for the content of their
respective sections, all workshop participants were asked to contribute and many of their ideas presented
or discussed at the workshop are reflected herein. They are:
Participant Name

Organization

E-mail

Rana Adhikari

California Institute of Technology

rana@caltech.edu

Daniel Angerhausen

University of Bern

daniel.angerhausen@gmail.com

James Annis

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

annis@fnal.gov

Amedeo Balbi

University of Rome Tor Vergata, Italy

amedeo.balbi@gmail.com

Natalie Batalha

University of California, Santa Cruz

natalie.batalha@ucsc.edu

Charles Beichman

NASA Exoplanet Science Institute
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Gregory Benford

Physics, University of California, Irvine

xbenford@gmail.com
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2 EXISTING UPPER LIMITS ON
TECHNOSIGNATURES
Daniel Angerhausen, Emilio Enriquez, Andrew Howard, Shubham Kanodia, David Kipping, Ravi Kopparapu,
Eric Korpela, Jean-Luc Margot, Andrew Siemion, Hector Socas-Navarro, Jason Wright

In 2005, Chyba and Hand wrote:
Astro-physicists...spent decades studying and searching for black holes before accumulating today’s compelling
evidence that they exist. The same can be said for the search for room-temperature superconductors, proton
decay, violations of special relativity, or for that matter the Higgs boson. Indeed, much of the most important and
exciting research in astronomy and physics is concerned exactly with the study of objects or phenomena whose
existence has not been demonstrated—and that may, in fact, turn out not to exist. In this sense astrobiology
merely confronts what is a familiar, even commonplace situation in many of its sister sciences.
Their point holds just as well for searches for technosignatures. And like in those other fields, until a
technosignature is discovered, progress will consist of:
1. Development of ways to hunt for technosignatures, and
2. Upper limits on certain kinds of technosignatures.
This section describes the second of these efforts. The first effort is discussed in the Section 3.

LIMITS AND THE LIMITATIONS OF LIMITS
The best upper limits are quantitative and rigorous, describing the kinds of signals that have been firmly
ruled out by experiment or observation. Experiments that search for signals against little background can
provide much cleaner upper limits than those that must measure or estimate their background, but in either
case significant work must be done to translate a lack of detection (a “null result”) into a quantitative upper
limit.
Consider, for instance, searches for radio technosignatures. An extremely narrowband astronomical radio
signal can only have an artificial origin (because there are physical limits on the narrowness of natural
coherent emission such as masers), so the discovery and confirmation of such a signal would be
dispositive and immediately indicate the existence of extraterrestrial technology, and the lack of discovery
in a given search means that those signals the search is sensitive to can be firmly ruled out. But such
signals are also commonly generated by humans, and so all such searches are plagued by
anthropogenic false positives in the form of radio frequency interference (RFI). Algorithms designed to
excise RFI are imperfect and eliminate a fraction of the signals that could be indicative of
technosignatures. What’s more, we do not know what modulation scheme an extraterrestrial technology
might employ, and so our sensitivity to such signals is a function of the algorithms used to analyze the
radio telescope data.
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Together, these problems make rigorous upper limits on radio technosignatures difficult. Comparison of
results across different teams is also difficult: different teams make different assumptions about the
signals they seek when designing their observational and data-reduction strategies, leading to different
detection algorithms and thresholding methods, and different methods of RFI rejection and mitigation.
Thus, it is challenging to compare null results across search programs.
There is also no agreed upon standard in the community on how to define an upper limit, both in terms of
what statistical framework to employ and what confidence level to state. The community has not, for
instance, shared data among teams to test their algorithms and reporting procedures, performed Monte
Carlo injection-recovery tests to quantify their algorithmic sensitivities, or organized “data challenges” to
compare overall methodologies.
Follow up also complicates upper limit calculations. Persistent
or intermittent sources can be followed-up to determine their
nature, but one-off detections (such as the notorious Wow!
signal) are difficult to assess. For technosignatures with
natural confounders (such as waste heat searches), upper
limits can only be computed rigorously when the rate and
nature of those confounders is well understood, which is not
always the case.

On August 15, 1997, the Big Ear radio telescope at
Ohio State University received a strong narrowband
radio signal. Astronomer Jerry R. Ehman discovered
the anomaly.

There is also a major reporting problem. There is, of course,
the usual ‘file-drawer’ problem of null results not being published because they are rarely cited and rarely
accepted to prestigious journals. In addition, for the first several decades of technosignature searches,
few journals would publish technosignature-related work at all. The historical lack of federal funding for
the field also meant that much technosignature work also occurred outside of academia, and so outside
of its publish-or-perish culture.
As a result, much of the literature on technosignature limits is contained in conference proceedings and
unrefereed journals, if it appears anywhere at all, and so upper limits can only be deduced from
approximations and guesses about a given survey’s properties, algorithms, and the fact that they did not
announce a detection.
Despite these difficulties, some quantitative upper limits have been computed, and others can be
approximated, which are discussed in the following subsections.

UPPER LIMITS IN CONTINUOUS WAVE
RADIO SEARCHES
Radio searches for technosignatures have been described in terms of searching for “needles” in the
Cosmic Haystack—this emphasizes both the difficulty of the problem and how we seek signs of artifice
among a huge set of natural confounders. The concept of the Cosmic Haystack was first developed
quantitatively by Wolfe et al. (1981), and further by Tarter (2001) and Wright et al. (2018), among others.
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The Cosmic Haystack has high dimensionality, reflecting the many ways we might search for a signal.
Wright et al. (2018) chose the following nine dimensions, although other parameterizations are also used
in the literature:
1. Power level of transmitter
2. Transmission central frequency
3-5. Distance and position (3 dimensions)
6. Transmission bandwidth
7. Time of transmission or repetition rate
8. Polarization of the transmission
9. Modulation scheme of the transmission
Upper limits can thus be expressed in terms of ruling out transmissions above a certain strength from a
certain direction or star, at a given range of frequencies and transmission bandwidths, at certain times,
and of a given modulation and polarization scheme.
Tarter et al. (2010) and Wright et al. (2018) both made attempts to estimate what fractions of the total
space spanned by these nine dimensions have been searched for signals. They concluded that the total
searched volume is small, calculating fractions of roughly 10-22 and 10-18, respectively. These small
numbers illustrate that the total searches completed to date is still quite small, and current upper
limits are quite weak. (It should also be noted that it is not necessary to search this entire space to make
progress in the hunt for technosignatures; to use Jill Tarter’s analogy: One does not need to search all of
the world’s oceans to find the first evidence of fish.)
Large gains remain to be made by sensitive, wide-field, broadband surveys in the future. There are many
figures of merit that have been developed to compare the relative speeds of various searches of the
Cosmic Haystack. Drake et al. (1984) described a commonly used figure of merit for narrowband radio
searches:
,
i.e., proportional to the instrument’s bandwidth, the sky coverage, and the minimum detectable flux (which
has a -3/2 dependence because the minimum detectable signal drops as , and the volume searched
grows as ). Other figures of merit also exist, including those of Seeger and Wolfe (1985), Dreher and
Cullers (1997), Harp et al. (2016), Enriquez et al. (2017), and Wright et al. (2018), each of which weighs
haystack dimensions differently. Such figures of merit allow one to ‘collapse’ the Cosmic Haystack into a
single dimension and roughly compare the relative search speeds (and so upper limits) of various
surveys.
Enriquez et al. (2017) define the survey speed figure of merit, which is inversely proportional to
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,
where
is the bandwidth of a single channel, and is the system equivalent flux density of the
instrument (essentially its sensitivity in a single channel). Enriquez et al. then presented most of the
previous large radio technosignature programs in a single plot using these two figures of merit
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Comparison of this work with several previous SETI campaigns. The top figure compares surveys based on relative survey
speeds. The white hexagon takes into account the current instantaneous bandwidth available to the Breakthrough Listen backend
(∆𝛎 ≈ 5 GHz), which is underutilized in L-band observations. The bottom figure uses the relative DFM values for the comparison.
Both figures only show the summed values for surveys with multiple components. Image and caption from Enriquez et al. (2017).

In Figure 2, “this work” refers to the Breakthrough Listen Green Bank Observatory survey of 692 nearby
stars in L-band. This gives a sense of which surveys have the largest haystack search speed by these
figures of merit.
Enriquez et al. (2017) also described each search’s upper limits in terms of the transmitter rate, or the
product of the number of stars searched and fractional bandwidth
, defined the instrumental bandwidth
(i.e., the range of frequencies searched) divided by the central frequency searched (see Figure 3). They
presented the quantity for various surveys as a function of the minimum detectable equivalent isotropic
radiated power (EIRP; this is the total power of a transmission times the gain of the antenna; here, “gain”
refers to the amplification factor above the isotropic value due to the beaming of the signal). This captures
the tradeoffs between sensitivity and sky coverage in many surveys, and shows that the current limits set
by the Breakthrough Listen project have a similar figure of merit to the surveys of the Andromeda galaxy
by Gray and Mooley (2017), who were only sensitive to extremely powerful transmitters but surveyed
hundreds of billions of stars.
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Other key surveys described in these figures are Project Phoenix (Backus 1998, and others) as the
largest scale survey before Breakthrough Listen, and surveys with the Allen Telescope Array (Harp et al.
2016), which extended the searches to higher frequencies. Recent surveys not included in the figures
are: the low frequency surveys at the Murchison Widefield Array (Tingay et al. 2016, 2018), searches of
interstellar asteroid `Oumuamua (Enriquez et al. 2017), and others (Margot et al. 2018).

Figure 3. Comparison of this work with several historic SETI projects. The vertical lines indicate characteristic EIRP powers, while
the solid line indicates the EIRP of the AO planetary radar (ℒΑΟ), and the dotted line indicates the total solar power incident on
Earth’s surface, commonly referred as the energy usage of a Kardashev Type I civilization (ℒ ). The gray line is a fit of values for this
work and that of Gray and Mooley (2017) by using Equation 12. The points labeled “All” show the total for a given project, this value
is calculated by the sum of transmitter rates and taking the largest EIRP. EIRP values were calculated based on the most distant
target for a given survey; sensitivity is better for nearer stars. The total for other works with multiple surveys are not shown for
clarity since they lie right on top of the lowest point. The shapes used for the different surveys is related to the stellar spectral types.
Shapes with more sides indicate surveys targeting a wider array of spectral types. Triangles are used for searches only looking at
solar-type stars (FGK) and circles are used to denote sky surveys with more than just main-sequence stars. The triangles with a
white dot in the center show surveys targeting known exoplanets in the habitable zone. Image and caption from Enriquez et al.
(2017).

UPPER LIMITS IN PULSED RADIO
SEARCHES
While continuous wave radio searches identify the artificial nature of a signal by its frequency modulation
or bandwidth, one can also compress signals in time, producing signals that are broadband but still easily
distinguished from most known natural sources. Studies of the fast-transient radio sky searching for
natural sources (e.g., gamma ray bursts, flare stars, pulsar giant pulses) thus also naturally search for
such artificial signals their algorithms are sensitive to.
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Lazio (2008) provides a good overview of current and emerging prospects in this domain, and von Korff et
al. (2013) provides an overview of upper limits in this domain (also notable is the survey of Bannister et
al. (2012) (see Table 1).

Table 1. Survey parameters.
#

Author

Telescope

Year

Dedisp

Ref

υΟ (MHz)

σ

ΤΟ (Κ)

tsample
(µs)

t(µs)

1

O’Sullivan et al.

Dwingeloo

1978

incoh

a

5000

6

65

2

2700

2

Phinney & Taylor

Arecibo

1979

incoh

b

430

6

175

1.7 × 104

1.7 × 104

3

Amy et al.

MOST

1989

incoh

c

843

6

-

1

1.7 × 104

4

Katz & Hewitt

STARE

2003

incoh

d

611

5

150

125000

125000

5

McLaughlin et al.

Parkes

2006

incoh

e, f

1400

6

21

250

250

6

Lorimer & Bailes

Parkes

2007

incoh

g

1400

6

21

1000

1000

7

Deneva et al.

Arecibo

2008

incoh

h

1440

5

30

64

64

8

Von Korff et al.

Arecibo

2009

coher

-

1420

30

30

0.4

0.4

G (K Jy-1)

Beam W

Beams

tobs (h)

Npol

sens (Jy µs)

dmax (kpc)

Rate (pc-3yr-1)

∆ν (MHz)

#
1

100

0.1

6.6 × 10-6

1

46

1

2 × 10-4

100

8.4 × 10-8

2

16

27

6.6 × 10-6

1

292

1

1300

250

8.7 × 10-10

3

3

-

3.6 × 10-8

32

4000

1

1.6 × 10-5

22

5.4 × 10-8

4

4

6.1 × 10-5

1.4

1

13000

2

1.8 × 10-9

0.21

1.6 × 10-7

5

288

0.7

1.3 × 10-5

13

1600

2

120

810

1.8 × 10-13

6

288

0.7

1.3 × 10-5

13

480

2

240

580

1.7 × 10-12

7

100

10

8.1∙× 10-7

7

420

2

14

2300

9.0 × 10-13

8

2.5

10

8.1 × 10-7

7

1460

1

54

1200

1.6 ∙×10-12

a O’Sullivan
b Phinney
c Amy

et al. (1978)

& Taylor (1979)

et al. (1989)

d Katz

g Lorimer

& Bailes (2007)

e McLaughlin

et al. (2003)
et al. (2006)

h Deneva

& Cordes (2008)

f Manchester

et al. (2001)

I MOST

has 1 mJy of noise in each beam after 12 hours,
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/sifa/Main/MOST

UPPER LIMITS IN OPTICAL/NEARINFRARED (NIR) LASER SEARCHES
Just as with radio emission, optical/NIR light can be compressed in the frequency and time domains to
stand out as an obviously artificial and easily detected signal against astrophysical background (in this
case starlight). Also, as with radio emission, such surveys often perform tradeoffs between sky coverage
and sensitivity.
Most work in this domain has focused on pulses in the time domain, which require fast electronics and
coincidence rejection. An alternative approach is to look for continuous laser emission by virtue of its
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compression in frequency space—that is, looking for laser emission lines in the high-resolution spectra of
stars.
At the workshop, Andrew Howard prepared a summary slide describing the current upper limits in various
domains.

Figure 4. Optical/NIR SETI—upper limits. Credit: Andrew Howard.

More specifically:

•

The Harvard survey of Howard et al. (2004) with sensitivity of 100 photons/m2/pulse for a
~5 ns pulse in ~450–650 nm for 13,000 stars and a total observation time of 2,400 hrs. Based
on survey details, upper limits were computed for the fraction, f(P), of stars with currently
transmitting signals above the detection threshold that have a repetition period P. Example
values of f(P) are f(1,000 sec) = 10-4 and f(107 sec = 0.3 yr) = 1.

•

Also from Howard et al. (2004), the Harvard+Princeton survey, which was a subset of the
Harvard time, had simultaneous observations from a geographically separated instrument
clone in Princeton. Using the same methodology as the Harvard targeted search, example
values are f(1,000 sec) = 3×10-2 and f(3×105 sec = 0.01 yr) = 1.

•

Howard et al. (2007) and Mead (2013) describe a wide-field survey with sensitivity of ~70
photons/m2/pulse in few ns pulses from 400–800 nm for the whole Northern Sky (declinations
between -20 and 70 degrees), with an average dwell time of a few minutes. Using the same
methodology as the Harvard targeted search, f(P) depended on wavelength, but was typically
f(100 sec) = 10-7 and F(107 sec = 0.3 yr) = 10-2.
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•

The Berkeley and Lick surveys of Wright et al. (2001, 2014a SPIE 9147E0J), sensitive to
70 photons/m2/pulse for a ~3 ns pulse in ~350–700 nm for 10,000 stars and 100 galaxies.

•

The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System (VERITAS) survey of
Abeysekara et al. (2016), which achieves limits of 1 photon/m2/pulse for pulses of durations
between a few and a few tens of ns from 320–560 nm. They have published upper limits on
10 hours of integration on KIC 8462852, but have 10,000 hours on 20% of the sky in their
archive.

•

The Boquete (Panama) and Owl (Michigan) surveys of Schuetz (2018) and Schuetz et al.
(2016), sensitive to 65 and 100 photons/m2, respectively, for pulses of duration <1 ns to 50 ns
from ~350–800 nm, with detectable pulse periodicities from 0.005 to >10 per second. Greater
than 5,000 stellar observations with visual magnitudes of 3–14 and generally less than 300 ly
distant. Both observatories are dedicated to optical SETI, and they are the foundation of
Messaging Extraterrestrial Intelligence (METI) International’s nascent optical SETI network.

•

Tellis and Marcy (2015, 2017) report upper limits for 5,600 stars for laser lines from 364–
789 nm with lasers of powers ranging from 3–3000 kW (dependent on the host star
brightness and separation from the laser); and upper limits of 0.09–1 kW for sources
angularly separated from 2,796 stars, including 1,368 Kepler Objects of Interest.

UPPER LIMITS ON WASTE HEAT AND
STELLAR OBSCURATION
2.5.1

Dyson Spheres and Megastructures

Just as old as searches for radio emission from extraterrestrial technologies are searches for the waste heat
of extraterrestrial industry. Dyson (1960) proposed that mid-infrared surveys could search for infrared
excesses of nearby stars to detect the reprocessed starlight that might be captured by technology (“solar
panels,” effectively), and at least some of which, by fundamental laws of thermodynamics, must eventually be
radiated as “waste” heat. Note that this waste heat does not imply anything about the efficiency of the
underlying technology for doing its work, except in the case where that work is to generate coherent
transmissions.
Upper limits in this domain are most conveniently expressed in terms of the AGENT formalism of Wright
et al. (2014b), who parameterize the energy budget of a civilization in terms of its steady-state energy
generation and radiation:
,

where

•
•

is the amount of starlight being intercepted
is the amount of energy generated by other means
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•

is the amount of energy being radiated at high entropy, as waste heat at some temperature
set by the area of the radiating surface

•

is the amount of energy being transmitted away at low entropy, such as coherent radio signals

and where all these quantities are normalized by the fraction of starlight available to a civilization. This
parameterization is convenient because it allows one to quantify the upper limits one can place on the
amount of waste heat or stellar obscuration from a source. Waste heat searches are then performed at
infrared wavelengths, and obscuration is usually measured in the optical. In the extreme limit of
,
the swarm of structures blocking nearly all of the starlight of a single star is called a “Dyson sphere”; the
very large structures orbiting a star intercepting its starlight are called “megastructures.”
The fractional change in brightness of a star or galaxy caused by megastructures averaged over all
directions is
in the optical, but in the mid-infrared it is given by

,
where
is the characteristic temperature of the starlight (where for most galaxies the red light is
dominated by K giants). Thermodynamics requires that be nonzero, and for starlight-fed industry that
does not emit most of its energy supply at low entropy, we have
. Since for a large range of
radiating surface areas,
100−300 K, this shows that there is a large advantage to looking for
waste heat in the infrared given by the large factor of
multiplying . This advantage is offset
by the fact that many stars and galaxies have natural infrared excesses due to astrophysical dust,
creating a large natural “background” against which signals of waste heat must compete.

2.5.2

Upper Limits on Megastructures in Transit

If megastructures exist orbiting stars, some of them should occasionally occult their host stars just as
planets do. Kepler thus provided a natural search for megastructures in the course of its primary and
secondary missions (K2), and these data need only be analyzed in a technosignature context to put
upper limits on the sizes and orbits of megastructures around its target stars, much the way that
exoplanets have been analyzed. Technosignatures in these data thus work against the twin backgrounds
of spurious photometric variation (instrumental, shot noise, and intrinsic stellar variability) and natural
occulters such as exoplanets as false positives.
Building on previous work by Arnold (2005), Korpela et al. (2015), Forgan (2013), and others, Wright et al.
(2016) provided a framework for distinguishing technosignatures from these background sources. For
ideal stars (brighter than 12th magnitude), Kepler had a sensitivity to approximately Earth-radius occulters
on a timescale of hours. Of the ~200,000 Kepler stars observed, there are no clear examples of stars that
cannot be explained naturally, although no formal upper limits have been calculated.

2.5.3

Upper Limits on Waste Heat from Stars

Weak limits on the existence of Dyson spheres or lesser degrees of stellar obscuration in the infrared have
been set based on mid-infrared all-sky surveys. Jugaku and Nishimura (1991 and other papers in the series)
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used the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) to perform a series of searches, and ultimately found no
evidence of nearly-complete Dyson spheres around any of 545 sunlike stars within 25 pc of the Sun.
Carrigan (2009) used a combination of IRAS photometry and spectroscopy to extend the search to the
entire sky and found no good candidates among 11,000 sources with Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS)
spectra.

2.5.4

Upper Limits on Waste Heat from Galaxies

There have also been a few surveys of other galaxies that attempted to put upper limits on stellar
obscuration. Annis (1999) studied 137 cluster galaxies looking for low-luminosity outlier of the Tully-Fisher
and fundamental plane relations, and found no significant outliers (meaning none with α > 0.75).
Zackrisson et al. (2015) performed a similar study including infrared emission as a criterion and found no
good candidates, and produced a tentative upper limit of 0.3% on the fraction of galaxies in the local
universe with very large values of α. Griffith et al. (2015) used the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE) and Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) to put upper limits on γ among 100,000 galaxies
resolved by WISE. They found that none had γ > 0.85 and only 50 were consistent with γ > 0.5, all of
those presumably being starburst galaxies whose infrared emission came from dust in star-forming
regions.

UPPER LIMITS ON SOLAR SYSTEM
TECHNOSIGNATURES
Technosignatures in the solar system might come in the form of free-floating probes or structures—either
passing through the solar system or in orbit around the Sun or other body—or in the form of structures or
other signs of technologies on planetary surfaces.
The advent interplanetary probes placed the first weak upper limits on the existence of extraterrestrial
technology on the Moon, Mars, and other solar system bodies: despite the claims of Lowell and others,
these surfaces obviously have no evidence of cities or other large, kilometer-scale technology. Despite
the time since these discoveries, the quantification of even this obvious upper limit has not yet been
made. Newer high-resolution imagery of the
Moon and Mars provide an opportunity for
orders-of-magnitude improvement on these
upper limits—one such program is that of
Davies and Wagner (2013).
There is also work to compute upper limits
for chemical and other technosignatures on
the ancient Earth. Industrial signatures might
encompass
radioisotope
anomalies,
presence
of
synthetic
chemicals
(chlorofluorocarbon (CFCs)), plastics, long
chain persistent organic pollutants (POPs;

Artist's concept of interstellar asteroid 1I/2017 U1 (`Oumuamua) as it
passed through the solar system after its discovery in October 2017.
Image credit: European Southern Observatory / M. Kornmesser
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etc.), and combinations of unusual (though non-unique) geochemical markers (O,C,N stable isotopes,
spikes in metal concentrations etc.); these have been computed by Schmidt and Frank (2018).
Work on free-floating technology is limited. For interstellar objects in transit through the solar system, the
best upper limits are set by searches for interstellar asteroids, of which exactly one is known
(`Oumuamua)—the upper limits on interstellar artificial objects is thus somewhere below the limits on
those, but have not been quantified.
For objects in orbit around the Sun or other solar system objects, the only searches to date are those by
Freitas and Valdes (2015 and earlier papers), who ruled out objects with geometric albedo > 0.1 and sizes
>1–10 m in the Earth-Moon Lagrange points.
Although neither form of technosignature—free-floating or on surfaces—has strong quantitative upper
limits yet, Haqq-Misra and Kopparapu (2012) have provided a Bayesian framework for such a calculation.
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3 STATE OF THE ART OF TECHNOSIGNATURE
SEARCHES
Daniel Angerhausen, Emilio Enriquez, Andrew Howard, Shubham Kanodia, David Kipping, Ravi Kopparapu,
Eric Korpela, Jean-Luc Margot, Andrew Siemion, Hector Socas-Navarro, Jason Wright

RADIO TECHNOSIGNATURES
Radio1 technosignatures could take many forms, from the deliberately engineered narrowband
transmissions sought in the first SETI projects, to pulses characteristic of (hypothetical) direct energy
propulsion systems for interstellar spacecraft. As with work at other wavelengths, detection of such
technosignatures requires several components:
1. Antennae and dishes for the collection of radio signals
2. Analog and digital backends that filter and record frequencies of interest
3. Algorithms, computational techniques, and hardware for storing, distributing, and analyzing
the data for technosignatures
The first of these can take many forms but is usually generic in the sense that radio telescopes designed
for technosignature searches will also serve well as instruments for at least some aspects of radio
astronomy generally. The second requires more specialization—detection of extremely narrowband or
fast signals requires hardware similar to that used in radar astronomy, pulsar astronomy or the detection
of fast radio bursts, but rarely needed for other aspects of radio astronomy. Data sets from these
instruments are often extremely large, as they are capable of generating data at least as quickly as
modern computation can process it. These data rates put great demands on the third of these
components, and indeed the state of the art in distributed computing generally is based in large part on
methods used to analyze data in the search for radio technosignatures: the groundbreaking and widely
used Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) distributed computing platform was
developed for the SETI@Home project.
Because funding and telescope time allocations for radio technosignature work has historically been so
low, a common scheme for radio technosignature work is to “share” time on a telescope, conducting a
technosignature search at the same time as other science is being done. This is called “commensal”
observing. There are several ways to accomplish this:

•

A second instrument can sit at a different part of a dish’s focal plane, observing a different
part of the sky from the primary instrument and doing its own science. In such cases, the
second instrument will necessarily be looking at a different part of the sky than the primary
instrument, so its pointings are to some degree “random.”

The low-energy region of the electromagnetic spectrum has many components, including the submillimeter, microwaves, and longer
wavelengths. Here we use the generic term “radio” to refer to all of these.
1
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•

Unlike with instruments at higher frequencies, which destroy photons to detect them, most
radio telescopes measure voltages, and so can “share” their data among many instruments
without loss of signal strength. This allows many backends to simultaneously filter and record
signals from the same receiver. For single-dish, single-receiver instruments this allows the
second backend to observe the same directions as the primary instrument.

•

With interferometric arrays, the beam-forming allows backends to select which portions of the
primary beam (i.e., the field of view of a single dish, typically quite large) are analyzed.
Rather than imaging the entire field, many projects save computational time by analyzing only
a few directions of interest (“beam forming”), such as nearby stars. These computational
savings can then be applied to improving the bandwidth or spectral resolution of the
measurements. Commensal work at telescope arrays is thus able to have more control over
which targets are observed by forming beams at targets of interest within the primary beam,
even if these are not the targets of interest of the primary instrument.

3.1.1

Existing Telescopes and Telescope Arrays

Although in principle, the entire suite of radio telescopes around the world could be put to use for radio
technosignature work, there are only a few that have done
such work recently. They are:

•

The Allen Telescope Array, built and operated
by the SETI Institute primarily to conduct
searches for radio technosignatures. This is an
interferometric array with 42 small (6 m) dishes,
designed to work across a wide range of
frequencies and with a wide field of view.

•

The Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope, a
Allen Telescope Array, built and operated by the
100 m single-dish telescope. This telescope
SETI Institute. Credit: Seth Shostak/SETI Institute.
currently has a significant fraction of its time
used by the Breakthrough Listen initiative to conduct sensitive targeted searches at very high
bandwidth (searching many GHz simultaneously at a few Hz spectral resolution). This is
accomplished through a custom backend built on site. Radio technosignature work is also
performed here by the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) SETI Group using the
Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument (GUPPI) backend designed for pulsar
work, and historically commensal work has been done using Search for Extraterrestrial Radio
Emissions from Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations (SERENDIP) backends.

•

The 64 m Parkes Telescope in Australia, a single-dish, multi-receiver telescope also used by
the Breakthrough Listen Initiative to search the Southern Sky for radio technosignatures. This
is accomplished through a custom backend built on site.

•

The 300 m Arecibo Telescope can point within 20 degrees of zenith. Radio technosignature
work here is done by the UCLA SETI Group during dedicated time using the PUPPI backend,
and commensally with the long-running SERENDIP projects. Some data is analyzed in both
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the frequency domain (via SETI@Home or other software) and the time domain (via
Astropulse or other software).

•

The Very Large Array can be and has been used for occasional dedicated radio technosignature
work, including studies of nearby galaxies (Gray and Mooley 2017).

•

The Murchison Widefield Array is a low-frequency (80–300 MHz) array of 2,048 antennae in
western Australia. It is a low-frequency precursor to the Square Kilometer Array with a wide
field of view and large collecting area (512 m2). Some of its data have been studied in a radio
technosignature context (Tingay et al. 2016, 2018).

•

Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR) is a network of low frequency telescopes in Europe with a very
large collecting area (3×105 m2) with the capability of performing very wide-field searches for
radio technosignatures. Telescope time has been allocated in the past for SETI work (Enriquez
et al., in prep.).

•

Many European radio telescopes are involved in occasional SETI work, in particular the 64 m
Sardinia Radio Telescope.

3.1.2

Existing Analysis Methods and Hardware

Radio surveys come in two primary types, the targeted searches with target specific stars, galaxies, or
other celestial objects; and the sky survey searches, which cover large areas of sky rather than choosing
specific targets. In radio/microwave SETI, the discrete Fourier transform is the dominant technique for
converting the voltages recorded at the telescope into a spectrum that can be searched for either
narrowband or broadband signals.
Because the sensitivity of a spectrometer to narrowband signals is proportional to the instrument
resolution, narrowband SETI experiments divide the spectrum into a large number of narrow channels,
about 1 Hz in width. At widths less than this, the drift of the signal due to Doppler shift due to the motion
of the Earth becomes comparable to the channel width, which reduces the sensitivity. The first such
commensal project, SERENDIP, was deployed in 1979 and had 100 channels and covered a 50 kHz
bandwidth. The current generation, SERENDIP VI, has more than 4 billion channels and covers 3 to 5
GHz of bandwidth (see Table 2). These systems are custom field programmable gate array (FPGA)based spectrometers.
Table 2. SERENDIP programs.
Instantaneous
Bandwidth (MHz)

Full
Bandwidth
(MHz)

Band
(MHz)

Sensitivity
(W/m2)

Sky
Coverage

Relative
DrakeGulkis FOM

Year

Channels

Channel Width
(Hz)

SERENDIP

1979

100

500

0.05

20

1612

5×10-22

Small

~0

SERENDIP II

1986

64 ki

0.98

0.0647

2.5

Various

4×10-24

~0.02

1

430

3×10-25

33%

3900

1420

6×10-25

33%

11400

1420

4×10-25

33%

42000

33%

78000

33%

25000

Program

SERENDIP III
SERENDIP IV
SERENDIP V.v

1992
1998
2009

4 Mi
168 M
128 Mi

0.60
0.60
1.5

2.5

12

100

100

200

200x14

SERENDIP VI

2014

4260M

0.8

3408

243×14

1420 + 357

3×10-25

SETI@home

1999

62M×75k

0.074-1220

35

2.5×14

1420

3×10-26
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A consortium has been developed for developing these and other related instruments for radio
astronomy, CASPER, the Collaboration for Radio Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics
Research. This collaboration includes corporate, university, and government partners and is funded by
both government and private/corporate funding.
The Breakthrough Listen systems have comparable capabilities than the SERENDIP systems (GHz
bandwidths with billions of channels), although built from commodity hardware including rackmount
computers and consumer-grade graphics processing units (GPUs). These systems allow for greater
flexibility on the types of data stored that could be used for other sciences.
A technique known as coherent dechirp can remove the 1 Hz channel width limit, but this method is
computing intensive. The SETI@home project uses this method to achieve nearly a factor of 10 increase in
sensitivity over the standard spectrometers described above (3×10-26 W/m2) SETI@home is a “volunteer
computing” project. Volunteers download the SETI@home software and analyze data that was recorded at
radio telescopes. Currently SETI@home records data at the Arecibo Observatory, and also receives data
from the Breakthrough Listen recorders at the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) and the Parkes Telescope in
Australia.
For SETI@home, transmission bandwidth and storage space at the observatories limit processing to
about 1% of the total Breakthrough Listen data. In addition to searching through 59,000 possible Doppler
drift rates for narrowband signals, SETI@home performs beam profile fitting to help reject terrestrial
signals, searched for pulsed signals on timescales from 1 ms to 1 minute, and uses an autocorrelation
method to look for arbitrary repeated waveforms that might indicate technology.
Currently 120,000 people worldwide run
SETI@home, providing 360 trillion floating
point operations every second, equivalent to
a large supercomputer. Since SETI@home
started in 1999, over 10 million people have
downloaded and run the SETI@home
software. The success of SETI@home led
to the development of the BOINC, which
enables researchers to create other
volunteer computer projects. BOINC
development was funded through the
National Science Foundation (NSF).
Currently, there are more than 50 active
projects using this infrastructure for cancer
research, protein folding, atmospheric
simulations, searching for gravitational
waves, and other compute-intensive science
projects.

SETI@home Enhanced BOINC screensaver. Credit:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1013154

LGPL,

Because signals will drift due to motion of the Earth and possible motion of the transmitter, a search
through possible Doppler drift rates is performed. In most experiments, this drift is performed using a tree
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search. Current searches for narrowband signals in Breakthrough Listen use TurboSETI,2 an algorithm
that performs incoherent corrections for Doppler accelerations. In the SETI@home experiment, which has
very high compute capability, the Doppler search is performed using a coherent Doppler correction. This
method allows SETI@home to use a 0.074 Hz channel width, which increase sensitivity by a factor of
about 10.
Broadband SETI searches do not suffer from the same problem, as the Doppler drift is less than the width
of the signal. However, broadband SETI searches do suffer from interstellar dispersion, which slows low
frequencies relative to high frequencies. A tree search is typically used to search for dispersed signals. A
coherent dedispersion algorithm can be used, but it demands far more computational resources. Thus far
it has only been deployed in SETI in the Astropulse survey.

OPTICAL/NIR LASER
TECHNOSIGNATURES
Work on laser technosignatures is almost as old as work on radio and waste heat technosignatures,
tracing its origins to Schwartz and Townes (1961). Although there is less work here than in radio, it is
nonetheless one of the few mature search strategies. Laser technosignatures might be compressed in
time or frequency space, and the two approaches require different instrumentation. Continuous wave
lasers can be detected with conventional high-resolution spectrographs, and so can be performed in
principle on any new or archival spectral data (especially those of nearby stars thought to be candidates
for life-bearing planets). Pulsed laser searches typically require very fast, custom photon-counting
hardware with good coincidence detection to reject spurious signals.

3.2.1

Existing Projects

There are multiple ongoing efforts in the pulsed domain including:

2

•

The Near-Infrared Optical SETI (NIROSETI) at the 1 m Nickel telescope at University of
California Observatories (UCO)/Lick Observatory is searching nearby stars for pulsed
infrared signals.

•

VERITAS is a Cherenkov telescope designed for cosmic ray detection whose data can also
be interpreted in a pulsed optical technosignature context. VERITAS has very large aperture
(nearly 500 m2) and field of view (3.5°) at the expense of angular resolution. Thirty (30) hours
of dedicated observations of Breakthrough Listen targets are planned for 2018/2019. Archival
data covers a significant fraction of the Northern Sky.

•

The Harvard All-Sky Optical SETI program is a very wide-field pulsed optical SETI survey
with a custom telescope and backend.

•

The Boquete Optical SETI Observatory (0.5 m Newtonian) has been in continuous operation
by METI International since 2010. The collaborative effort of Boquete and Owl Observatories

https://github.com/UCBerkeleySETI/turbo_seti
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in photometer development has made significant advancements in expanding the detection
parameters.

•

The Owl Observatory (0.4 m Cassegrain) is equipped with a photometer similar to that of
Boquete. It has been in periodic, short-term operation for years, but will soon be operating for
extended periods by METI International.

•

The UC Santa Barbara Trillion Planet Survey uses the Las Cumbres Observatory telescope
network and other efforts to perform differential imaging of nearby galaxies to search for
flashes consistent with directed energy propulsion systems. (Lubin 2016, Lubin et al. 2016,
Stewart et al. 2017).

There are two ongoing continuous wave laser searches:

•

The Automated Planet Finder telescope at UCO/Lick Observatory measures high-resolution
spectra of potentially planet-bearing stars; a custom data reduction pipeline operated by the
Breakthrough Listen Initiative searches these spectra for unresolved emission lines
consistent with a point source on the sky.

•

Similarly, Keck/ High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) measures high-resolution
spectra of potentially planet-bearing stars and typically employs a tall slit that explores the
sky for a few arcseconds around the stars as well; a custom data reduction pipeline operated
by the Breakthrough Listen Initiative searches these spectra for unresolved emission lines
consistent with a point source on the sky.

ALGORITHMS AND SEARCH STRATEGIES
For optical technosignatures, the small stellar sampling and various search method inadequacies of the
past 20 years are by far the better reasons for null results than the possibility that we are not being
targeted with laser-like signals. The techniques used in all searches yield results only for the methods
employed and for the specific time interval. Detection projects of the future need to have the broadest set
of search parameters and the longevity to search the stellar neighborhood out several hundred light
years.
A study of the future potentials for space and Earth based high energy lasers is needed to better define
our search parameter boundaries. The study should include optical band, pulse repetition rate, targeting
rate, received pulse periodicity, and laser longevity. Note that the received pulse periodicity is a
consequence of all of those factors plus other technical and economic aspects. The study may also
provide a basis for the calculation of a useful figure of merit for optical technosignature searches.

SEARCHES FOR ASTROPHYSICAL
EXOTICA
Searches for technosignatures typically proceed by hypothesizing a particular technosignature and
conducting a search for it against a background of natural or instrumental confounders. Another approach
is to assume that strong technosignatures are very rare (but exist) and seek arbitrary rare phenomena
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unanticipated by theory for any natural source. At the Houston workshop, David Kipping demonstrated an
algorithm (“the weird filter”) for identifying certain classes of anomalous transits and another for inverting
light curves to deduce the shape of occulters, and Walkowicz et al. (2014) have discussed using machine
learning to mine light curves for technosignatures in an “agnostic” way.
One ongoing project for such exotica is Vanishing & Appearing Sources during a Century of Observations
(VASCO) (Villarroel et al. 2016), a search for “disappearing stars” or other exotica in the time domain in
existing archives of all-sky photometric surveys. Such work is essential preparation for the significantly
more powerful data sets that Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) will provide in the near future.

OTHER ONGOING SEARCHES
Because funding for searches for technosignatures is so scarce, many searches are done on a “spare
time” basis, and so do not have a formal structure or timeline for completion. A good example is the work
of Carrigan (2009) who analyzed IRAS photometric and spectroscopic data for evidence of Dyson
spheres. IRAS launched in 1983, the results of the photometric component of the search was announced
in 2004, and the spectroscopic results were published in 2009, both as single-author works. There are
many similar projects moving at a slow pace across the technosignature search landscape, so this
section should not be considered comprehensive, or even representative, of the state of the art in all
fields.
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4 CURRENT AND NEAR-TERM ASSETS AND
PROJECTS IN THE TECHNOSIGNATURE
FIELD
Rana Adhikari, Charles Beichman, Anamaria Berea, Yan Fernandez, Daniel Giles, Joseph Lazio, Karen
O’Neil, Matthew Pasek, Megan Shabram, Douglas Vakoch, Shelley Wright

OVERVIEW
In principle, the technosignature field spans all wavelengths across the electromagnetic spectrum and
includes non-EM communication that may include neutrinos, unique particles, and potential gravitational
wave signatures. Current technosignature experimental missions primarily focus on radio wavelengths
with a few dedicated unique technosignature instruments at optical wavelengths. Given limited resources,
these technosignature studies have been performed with only a handful of scientists globally. Yet the
astronomical community possess a wealth of current facilities, which if used for unique observations or for
shared data/commensal operation, would greatly expand the technosignature field. This section provides
a brief outline of existing facility-class multiwavelength observatories and instruments that could be used
for the technosignature field, as well as existing or near-term dedicated technosignature instrumentation
and facilities.
There are synergies between the astrobiology and exoplanet missions for biosignatures that have a
particular relevance to the technosignature field, which are not currently encapsulated in today’s research
portfolios. Additionally, this section highlights facilities and surveys that have auxiliary science goals that
complement the technosignature scientific pursuits.

TECHNOSIGNATURE CAPABILITIES AT
RADIO, MILLIMETER, AND SUBMILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS
Considered here are capabilities for both targeted and target-agnostic searches. The targeted searches
for technosignatures are analogous to targeted searches for biosignatures, in that one can pose the
question of whether there exist atmospheric signatures of life on extrasolar planets (for which there is
considerable community effort to measure). By analogy to absolute magnitudes, we consider targeted
searches scaled to a distance of 10 pc; Enriquez et al. (2017) provide a more general approach.
At wavelengths of order 1 meter, the number of assets in the United States include the GBT (current
longest wavelength of 1.5 m) and a number of small arrays such as Low Frequency All Sky Monitor
(LoFASM; University of Texas at Brownsville), which is an array distributed throughout the United States
optimized to work at λ = 15 m. The Very Large Array (VLA) and Long Wavelength Array (LWA) also both
have some capability from 1–10 m.
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Internationally, there are a few different arrays working at these long wavelengths, including, but not limited
to:

•

Low Frequency Array (LoFAR, λ = 3.1–1 m), which is spread throughout western Europe

•

Murchison Wide-field Array (MWA, λ = 1–3.1 m) in Australia

•

Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT, λ = 0.2–10 m) in India

•

Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA, λ = 1–2 m) in Australia

Note that none of these instruments have transmit capability.
Moving to the 10 cm regime, the state-of-the-art existing assets are capable of obtaining a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of approximately unity in 1 second for transmitters with EIRP of order 100 GW. Examples of
telescopes with this capability include the GBT in West Virginia, the VLA in New Mexico, Arecibo
Telescope in Puerto Rico, and the GMRT in India.
At wavelengths shorter than 1 cm, the state-of-the-art existing assets are capable of obtaining an SNR of
approximately unity in 1 second for transmitters with EIRP of order 100 MW. The notable example is the
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). The GBT is also capable of receiving at these
frequencies at sensitivities similar to ALMA in the overlapping 3 mm range.
For target-agnostic searches, we characterize the searches in terms of the available parameter space, or
a Cosmic Haystack. From the perspective of telescope design, there are three parameters that can be
controlled by a (radio) telescope designer: the (effective) collecting area of the telescope, its field of view
or mapping speed, and the instantaneous bandwidth. (One might also consider the system temperature,
except that modern radio receivers are generally near fundamental limits such that improvements in
system temperature are marginal relative to the other three parameters.)
In the near term, effective collecting area at the wavelength of interest ranges from 240 m (Arecibo) for
limited sky view and frequencies, to roughly 80 m (GBT and VLA) across the 0.2–115 GHz range, and
then ALMA at the higher frequency ranges. There are no planned and funded projects exist that will lead
to substantial improvements in capability. (In the longer term, the next-generation VLA and the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) both offer the possibility of substantial increases in collecting area, but these
projects will likely not bear fruition until the 2030s.)
The instantaneous bandwidth determines the number of signals that could be detected, the character of
signals that could be detected (e.g., spread spectrum), or both. Here the state of the art is limited
primarily by funding and feed design. The widest feeds on any given can typically only cover 2–3 decades
of frequency (e.g., 0.2–0.4 GHz or 2-4 GHz). Wider bandwidth feeds are being developed, which can
cover up to 4–5 decades of frequency, but increased bandwidths will come at the cost of sensitivity.
The field of view affects what spatial volume can be sampled instantaneously.
At wavelengths longer than 1 meter, telescopes are generally implemented using elements with naturally
large fields of view. Notable exceptions are the GMRT and HERA, but essentially all other telescopes
have fields of view of tens of square degrees, up to and including an entire hemisphere.
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At wavelengths of order 10 cm, telescopes are almost universally implemented with parabolic elements.
The field of view rarely exceeds 1 deg2, but field of view expansion technologies (arrays of feeds or
phased arrays) have shown significant recent progress in expanding to as large as of order 10 deg2. The
Parkes Radio Telescope, Arecibo Observatory, and the GBT are equipped with multiple feeds, new
phased array feeds have been demonstrated on the GBT with a funded implementation project underway
for Arecibo, and the Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP) is undergoing commissioning.
At wavelengths shorter than 1 cm, telescopes have narrow fields of view. The GBT is outfitted with a
multipixel system that works at 3 mm wavelengths, and the Large Millimetre Telescope (LMT; 50 m dish)
has arrays working to smaller frequencies. Field of view expansion technologies are a rich research area
with many technologies ready or near ready for deployment on existing telescopes.

TECHNOSIGNATURE CAPABILITIES AT
ULTRAVIOLET, OPTICAL, INFRARED
(UVOIR) WAVELENGTHS
Similar to radio/mm wavelengths, optical searches are geared primarily in the field of view accessibility,
and whether it is a targeted search (single sources) or wide-field searches. Both space-based and
ground-based facilities that would offer unique technosignature research fields are highlighted here. Many
of these facility-class instruments are not currently used for technosignature research

4.2.1

Targeted UVOIR Searches

There are numerous facilities in operation, or soon to be so, which can provide important information for
targeted searches for technosignatures. These fall into two categories: 1) looking directly for anomalies
that might be due to a technosignature such as a laser pulse or an excess of heat (e.g., Dyson sphere);
or 2) identifying candidate stars, such as potential habitable zone Earths, which might become targets at
other wavelengths, e.g., searches for radio leakage radiation.

4.2.2

Space-based Facilities

Current space-based facilities (Table 3) offer a wealth of archival data that can be searched for transient
or unique signatures. It is important to note that search algorithms and analysis for technosignatures are
unique from other astrophysics algorithms and processing techniques, and that development in
technosignature analysis is highly needed and warranted. It is not simply good enough to state that
current data sets or observational programs exists. Similar to radio wavelength, resources are needed to
expand in this field.
Table 3 also lists space-based facilities covering a large fraction of the sky, which might reveal
unexpected technosignatures or identify solar system interlopers such as `Oumuamua on suggestive
trajectories from a nearby star. These missions include all-sky IR surveys such as IRAS, AKARI, WISE,
and Near-Earth Object Wide-field Survey Explorer (NEOWISE); Gaia’s visible survey, which will identify
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new planetary systems and refine fundamental stellar properties for over a billion objects; and the
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) and PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars (PLATO)
missions, which will identify nearby transiting systems.
Table 3. Space-based facilities that would be of use for targeted studies of individual objects. These include missions such as
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), and Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Largesurvey (ARIEL), as well as archival data sets from Herschel and Spitzer.
Facility

Wavelength

Domain

Space-based Assets for Targeted Studies
Active: HST, Spitzer, Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy Visible, near-,mid-,far-IR
(SOFIA)

Transit spectroscopy, imaging, IR excess searches

Archival: Spitzer, Herschel
JWST (2021), ARIEL (2028)

Near-, mid-IR

Transit spectroscopy, imaging

Mid-, far-IR

Imaging, spectra, solar system objects

Gaia

Visible

Astrometry, time series, spectra, fundamental stellar
properties

TESS, PLATO (2026

Visible

Transit detection, time series

Space-based Assets for All-Sky Studies
Active: NEOWISE
Archival: WISE, Akari, IRAS

4.2.3

Ground-based Facilities

Table 4 highlights ground-based facilities for targets and all-sky searches. Precision radial velocity to find
and characterize the closest habitable zone Earth analogs is a critical capability, particularly since transits
will only identify a small percentage of the most carefully aligned systems.
Table 4. Ground-based facilities.
Facility

Wavelength

Domain

Ground-based Assets for Targeted Studies
NN-explore Exoplanet Investigations with Doppler spectroscopy (NEID), Keck
HIRES, High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS), Habitable
Zone Planet Finder (HPF), Lick/APF, other precision radial velocity (PRV)
instruments

Visible, NIR

Transit follow-up, identify nearest habitable zone
planets, laser pulse searches

Keck, Very Large Telescope (VLT), Gemini

Visible, NIR

Follow-up imaging and spectroscopy

Next Generation Optical/InfraRed (OIR) Telescopes (2024–2030)

Visible, NIR

Spectra of habitable zone planets orbiting M stars,
Follow-up imaging and spectroscopy

Visible

High cadence time series covering entire sky

Ground-based Assets for All-sky Studies
Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS),
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), LSST
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SOLAR SYSTEM ARTIFACTS AND
INTERLOPERS
Because our exploration of the solar system remains so incomplete (Haqq-Misra and Kopparapu 2012), it
remains a potential search space for technosignatures.
Most obvious is the investigation of hypothetical interstellar probes. For instance, the asteroid
`Oumuamua is of extrasolar origin (Meech et al. 2017, Bolin et al. 2017, Trilling et al. 2017) and has been
the subject of investigation as a potentially artificial object (Enriquez et al. 2018, Harp et al. 2018, Bialy
and Loeb 2018). Identification of more such “interlopers” is currently of high interest to planetary science
and astronomy, as they provide a unique opportunity to study and potentially even collect samples from
extrasolar asteroids and comets. Their study as potential technosignatures thus naturally piggybacks on
these studies of interlopers as natural objects.
If such probes exist, it is possible that they might remain in the solar system, either by design or through
accidental gravitational capture (Ginsburg, Lingam, and Loeb 2018). Searches for minor planets are
naturally also searches for such objects, which might be distinguished by their anomalous orbits (Freitas
and Valdes 1980, Freitas 1983, Denisenko and Lipunov 2013), spectra, or colors. If such probes make
hard or soft landings on solid surfaces in the solar system, they might be identified through imaging or
radar measurements of terrestrial planets and asteroids made for other purposes by NASA assets
(Davies and Wagner 2013). Because of the dubious history of unscientific and credulous work in this this
area that gained widespread public notoriety (e.g., Carlotto 1997, 1988), care must be taken in
approaching, framing, and explaining such searches.
Because the geological, paleontological, and archaeological records on Earth are so incomplete, it is
even possible that the Earth itself hosts such artifacts, although, again, this idea is often conflated with
unscientific popular imaginings and science fiction stories about alien visitation, and so must be
approached carefully.
If technosignatures were discovered in the solar system, it would be worth considering whether their
origin might not be interstellar. Specifically, since the Earth is home to the only known species capable of
interstellar communication and planetary travel (although both technologies remain in their early
development), the Earth remains the only known planet fecund enough to promote technological life, and
so it or an early, habitable Mars or Venus could even be the origin of such technology (Wright 2017).
Gavin and Frank (2018) have suggested that previous episodes of widespread, planet-altering technology
on the Earth by putative, now-extinct species (that existed long before humans did) might be identified
through paleoclimate investigations using isotopic proxies, land-use analysis, transuranic elements (or
fission byproducts), or by searching for artifacts in the geologic record.
More broadly, studies on the historical distribution of intelligent and technological life on Earth (including
extinct and extant non-human animal intelligence) inform the terms fi, fc, and L of the Drake equation, and
so have direct bearing on searches for technosignatures in the galaxy. Studies of contingency versus
convergence and the multiple pathways for intelligence and complexity (e.g., Clayton et al 2017, Blount et
al. 2018), inform speculations about the nature and prevalence of intelligence in the universe (e.g.,
Marino 2015, Morris 2011, Marino and Denning 2012). Empirical and modelling approaches to the
durations and dynamics of human societies can inform consideration of L, not just in term of the ranges of
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values, but in terms of the underlying questions of ‘what complex
societies do’ (Denning 2009; Motesharrei et al. 2014). This work is
necessarily interdisciplinary, drawing on evolutionary biology,
anthropology, paleontology, planetary science, astronomy, geology,
and archaeology, to name a few. In particular, archaeology has
long wrestled with the problem of both defining technology and
identifying it among natural confounders, problems in situ searches
for technosignatures in the solar system also face.

DEVELOPING TARGET
LIST FOR
TECHNOSIGNATURE
RESEARCH

The HabEx Observatory, one of four
mission concepts under study for NASA.
Credit: NASA/JPL

The facilities listed in Tables 3 and 4 can be used to develop a target list. Via transits and precision radial
velocity, IR excesses will have identified targets for targeted searches for radio or laser beacons, or radio
leakage signatures. In the longer term, studies with possible future mission concepts such as the
Habitable Exoplanet Observatory (HabEx) and Large UV/Optical/IR Surveyor (LUVOIR) will identify
habitable or even planets with signs of primitive life. These will be prime targets for intensive study.

CONNECTIONS AND POTENTIAL
PARTNERSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY
There are three main areas in which partnerships between the private sector and federally funded
research in the technosignatures fields can overlap: data storage and access, signal/data processing, and
data analysis tools.
In terms of data storage, partnerships with industry are primarily a one-way street, with the majority of the
benefit coming to the scientists working within the technosignatures field. The industry partners gain only
the prestige/claim of working with scientists and helping them out, and the advertising value, which might
be inherent in such a claim. There may be some additional benefits gained by industry, such as scientists
providing data for some of the industry tools (e.g., Google Sky), but such uses of science data are fairly
limited and specific.
The possibility for partnerships is much higher when considering the data gathering and processing
requirements. Focusing on radio wavelengths, the technosignature searches are typically pushing the
hardware to their extreme limits. This is true when looking at almost all aspects, from receiver
development (sensitive receivers, which maximize the frequency bandwidth and sky coverage) through
signal processing (needing extremely high processing speeds to achieve high bandwidth and
time/frequency resolution). This need to push to the extreme capabilities of hardware is of significant
interest to private industry because it both uncovers flaws and issues with hardware that otherwise may
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take years to discover and also display a clear path forward for the next generation of instruments. Many
of the developments and modifications made to accommodate the needs of high data rate radio
astronomy projects, such as the search for technosignatures, are later incorporated into standard within a
given industry. This can be seen in the development and use of GPUs, FPGAs, cooled amplifiers, phased
array feed systems, and in many other areas.
Finally, in the area of data analysis tools there are many overlaps between the cutting-edge algorithms
and techniques developed by scientists working in the technosignatures field and the desire of industry to
pull deliberate (and non-intentional) signals from the data. For example, many of the algorithms
developed by technosignature scientists working in the radio realm are of direct interest to anyone
working to isolate a single (or multiple) radio beacons and pull those from the noise of other signals of
non-interest, such as someone looking to isolate the signal from a single satellite or other transmitting
device. Similarly, the ability to manipulate large data sets to search for a given signal, which is changing
potentially in both frequency and in time is needed for technosignature scientists, other scientists, and
anyone who wishes to find and retain a clean signal for later use.

DATA ANALYSIS
Given the latest development in data science and new techniques, such as machine learning and deep
learning, new discoveries can potentially already lie in the existing data. Therefore, accessing data
specific to SETI and making it available is an area with lots of potential and that can be easily leveraged.
One area where data science and machine learning has been applied is in the biosignatures field.
Biologists, chemists, climatologists, and data scientists have been looking at various ways to simulate
data when there was no data existing as well as to align various data sets when the data has been
disparate or comes from very different fields.
Currently, there have been projects focused on using large data analyses and machine learning in the
astrobiology field, in order to simulate data with respect to metabolic genomes and their effects on the
atmospheres, or to simulate different potential atmosphere compositions around greenhouse gases. Two
such projects were conducted at the NASA/SETI Frontier Development Lab during June–August 2018, an
artificial intelligence accelerator for planetary defense problems. These projects simulated more than
300,000 atmospheres using GPU computing as well as computational resources made available by
Google. The code base for these simulations was ATMOS, developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center. The aim of this project was to couple the types of atmospheres with metabolic network simulated
data, in order to understand the coevolutionary effects from micro molecules and genomes to macro
atmospheric gases. For the metabolic networks simulations, the teams used code base developed by
third parties, such as metabolic network simulations of E. coli genomes (Monte Carlo) from Santa Fe
Institute (Eric Libby and Chris Kempes) and ExoGaia agent-based simulation of planetary temperatures,
albedos, biomass and atmospheres, developed by Tim Lenton in UK. The teams were successful in
coupling the metabolic networks with the ExoGaia planetary temperatures and biomass, but more work
needs to be done in order to simulate more genomes and couple them directly with atmospheric gases.
The details of these projects can be found in the NASA Frontier Development Lab Technical
Memorandum (2018).
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5 EMERGING AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN
TECHNOSIGNATURE DETECTION
Svetlana Berdyugina, Natalie Batalha, Rana Adhikari, Amedeo Balbi, Ross Davis, Gabriel G. De la Torre,
Kathryn Denning, Duncan Forgan, Adam Frank, Eliot Gillum, Jeff Kuhn, David Grinspoon, Jean-Luc Margot,
Sofia Sheikh, Frank Soboczenski, Jill Tarter, Sara Walker, Jason Wright, Shelley Wright

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section is to review prospects in technosignature detection, considering opportunities
that are currently emerging or being developed, or yet unforeseen. Two key questions are addressed
here:

•

What new developments would be important for future advances in the technosignature field?

•

What role can NASA partnerships with the private sector and philanthropic organizations play
in advancing our understanding of the technosignature field?

To understand the future potential of the technosignature field, we first, in Section 5.1, provide an
overview of possible technosignature from a theoretical point of view and their cross-disciplinary relations.
This helps us then, in Section 5.2, to identify new and possible surveys, instruments, technologies (for
both detecting signals on Earth and transmitted by advanced civilizations), and data-mining algorithms.
We emphasize that this review aims to summarize a variety of approaches, rather than specific projects.
Searches for technosignatures can both supplement and complement other work in astronomy, including
searches for biosignatures, and so can proceed both independently of, and in tandem with, other work to
detect extraterrestrial life in the universe.
Section 5.3 discusses possible partnerships with NASA that could help advance the technosignature field
and create societal impacts. In particular, a public investment in NASA technosignature research provides
the opportunity for amplifying NASA’s capacity to plan, organize, conduct, and evaluate technosignature
research, such that it can overcome challenges and realize significant returns on such an investment.
Potential returns on investment include advancing science, expanding commercial applications and jobs,
and bolstering public-private partnerships. Ultimately, this can promote the long-term sustainability of
technosignature research, whereby the returns on public investment can help spur substantial private
investment.
This review is not by any means a complete overview of the subject, but is intended to help stimulate the
community in pursuing thorough and extensive research.
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UNDERSTANDING TECHNOSIGNATURES
FROM THEORETICAL PROSPECTS
There is an inherent need to develop a theoretical basis for technosignatures characterization and
evaluation. Much like the work done for biosignatures, theoretical approaches to technosignatures will
rely on using principles from physics, chemistry, biology, and social science to articulate avenues through
which the evolution of technological energy-harvesting civilizations can leave imprints in signal carriers
detectable from the Earth. Ultimately, such a study will lead to designing new instruments dedicated and
optimized for technosignatures searches as well as novel approaches in data analysis.
Because (1) the paths of biological cultural and technical evolution elsewhere are inherently difficult, and
at some level impossible, to predict and because (2) any society we detect or come into contact with will
almost certainly have been in existence far longer than our own, it is difficult to say with any certainty
what the observable signatures of such a civilization may be. It is also possible to come across a shortlived outlier with equally unpredictable observable qualities.
The need for specific well-posed research questions may come into conflict with the necessary humility
involved in realizing this inherent difficulty of unpredictability. It may well be that, as with finding life, “we’ll
know it when we see it” could end up being the best guide, and this realization should foster an attitude of
searching widely with special attention paid to anomalous observations that do not have initially obvious
non-biological, or non-technological, origins. It is also possible that we may come into contact and not be
able to fully recognize some technosignatures, which requires developing self-testing analysis systems
(e.g., De la Torre and Garcia 2018).
However, such an attitude is not conducive to crafting an observational or theoretical research program.
Thus, with these caveats in mind, we can still attempt to derive some general guidelines for the
observable characteristics of very long-lived planetary civilizations and possible short-lived “bursters.”
Beyond specific predictions of temporal developments of technological capabilities and signatures, we
can ask: What are the likely characteristics of very long-lived planetary societies, and of planets that have
been modified by long-term co-evolution of technology with planetary physical and biogeochemical
cycles? As to short-lived civilizations, those may be much “louder,” and thus prominently observable,
while their planets’ characteristics may bear signatures of short-term, intense, and unsustainable
coevolution with technology. There has been some theorizing about postbiological intelligences, which
need not be planetary, and could in theory dominate the universe. Those pose their own modeling
challenges, which are not addressed in this review.
One guiding principle that may be useful is considering the overlap of two questions. 1) What features of
a civilization as a physical phenomenon can’t be avoided? This question can take on a thermodynamic or
information-theoretic character: what tracers can and cannot be avoided in the process of civilization
building? 2) Which of these tracers can be detected? Which kinds of signals will be robust enough to be
separated from noise and be clear enough to not be confused with natural processes? This schema of
“what can’t be avoided/what can be detected” can help guide new avenues of research in
technosignatures, especially in the exoplanet era.
This section distinguishes among communication, atmospheric, structural, and global (planet-scale)
technosignatures, because their detection requires different observational approaches, followed by a brief
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discussion of possible time evolution of technosignatures and their cross-disciplinary significance. In
many cases, synthesizing observations of technosignatures and modeling strategies of observations are
useful aids to future survey designs.

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

Communication Technosignatures
COMMUNICATION AS A TECHNOSIGNATURE

Communication is an information-processing technique. All terrestrial life forms communicate with other
life forms and, in thermodynamic terms, also with the environment. In fact, “life cannot not communicate,”
according to Watzlawick’s famous axiom. Hence, early ideas on how to search for extraterrestrial
intelligence were formulated using and foreseeing examples of human communication technologies
based on radio, TV, and lasers (Cocconi and Morrison 1959, Dyson 1960, Schwartz and Townes 1961).
The current state of these communication technoignatures is reviewed in other chapters of this NASA
coordinated effort to understand prospects of technosignature research. It seems logical that these
“classical” radio and optical/IR SETI programs continue until the solar neighborhood is carefully
scrutinized for possible signals, including broadcasting unintentional and intentional, Arecibo-like
messages. Section 5.2 provides a brief commentary on approaches to improve the efficiency of such
SETI surveys.
On this front, the medium-term future of radio telescope development includes the deployment of
the full Square Kilometre Array, which will be the first telescope with the sensitivity to detect Earth
2020-levels of radio “leakage” at interstellar distances. This is an important milestone in radio
technosignature work, since it marks the first time that humanity will have the capability, in
principle, to detect a clone of itself on a planet around another star without any assumptions
about coordination or transmission intentions. It then
stands to reason that any technological species with
stronger radio transmission leakage could be ruled
around the nearest stars.

5.1.1.2

“BOTTLED” MESSAGES AND
ALIEN ARTIFACTS

With current technology, space-based alien artifacts, possibly
bearing messages on board similar to Pioneer’s and Voyager’s
“bottled” messages, could be detected within the solar system,
using reflected light polarimetry, since artificial materials
appear in polarized light very different from natural ones (e.g.,
Kissell 1974; see also Section 5.2.2). Similarly, alien artifacts
on surfaces of solar system objects could be detected. Rose
and Wright (2004) suggested that long, information-rich
messages could be inscribed at near-atomic densities into
artefacts and sent slowly and redundantly to a target with
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greater energy efficiency per bit than using electromagnetic messaging.

5.1.1.3

ALIEN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial intelligence (AI) offers great opportunities to process large amounts of data quickly and
accurately. It employs different methods, including artificial, convolutional neural networks, pattern
recognition, machine learning, fuzzy logic, etc. AI is currently being used in several scientific disciplines
including engineering, medicine, computing, robotics and economics. Its association with machines and
robots offers new boundaries to help in space exploration.
Within communication domain, current studies span between centralized AI systems and distributed AI.
As we learn to communicate with AI for our own benefits, we may become better in recognizing alien AI
signals. Moreover, a possibility exists that in the near future, some type of communication may happen
between an Earth-based AI supported system and an extrasolar form of AI.
However, AI utilization in the search for technosignatures may first be outside this communication aspect,
helping in big data analysis, pattern recognition, and discrimination (relevant to Section 5.2.6). It has not
yet been clarified if this AI will be free of perceptual and experiential bias in opposition to its human
counterpart. For this reason, the development of AI systems to support the search for technosignatures
and data analysis, mining, and processing may represent a key aspect in the near future.

5.1.2

Atmospheric Technosignatures

One of the most obviously artificial ways humanity has altered the Earth's observable characteristics is via
atmospheric pollution. Regardless of whether artificial constituents of an atmosphere are present as
unwanted byproducts of industry (literal “pollution") or as a deliberate form of geoengineering, the detection
of such compounds may be one of the strongest and most ambiguous technosignatures of a planet-bound
species.
Schneider et al. (2010) and Lin et al. (2014) explored this possibility and specifically addressed CFCs as
an example. Lin et al. (2014) identified several industrial “pollutants,” focusing on CF4 and CCl3F, to
show that such technosignatures could be detectable with less than 2 days of integration time with JWST.
However, the Lin et al. (2014) model assumes a U.S. standard atmosphere to represent temperature,
pressure, and composition of the planet's climate. CFCs and other organofluorine compounds are potent
greenhouse gases, and so the presence of any so-called industrial pollutants will inadvertently cause
warming and change the mean climate state. Thus, any synthetic spectra describing spectral
technosignatures must also account for any associated greenhouse warming (or cooling). A next
generation study would include full climate modeling for greenhouse active artificial atmospheric
constituents (AACs) and include a range of planetary conditions beyond those of Earth. This would
include planets in a range of positions within the habitable zone and using state-of-art atmospheric
retrieval codes to produce synthetic spectra. Stevens et al. (2016) demonstrated that there are several
short-lived atmospheric technosignatures that might be detectable during the last stages of a
technologically induced planetary cataclysm. Obviously, such pollutants are to be in chemical
disequilibrium with other, “natural” atmospheric constituents.
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5.1.3
5.1.3.1

Structural Technosignatures
ARTIFICIAL MEGASTRUCTURES

Berdyugina and Kuhn (2017) have shown that artificial megastructures can be spatially and spectrally
resolved through inversions of planetary reflected light curves acquired in multiple passbands. In
particular, subcontinent-size highly reflective artificial structures (to reject unwanted stellar light into
space) and highly absorptive, photovoltaic-like structures (energy generators) in the near-planetary space
above clouds can be resolved and recognized thanks to their high contrast to the natural environment and
a possible regular substructure or “unnatural” shape. Modeling shows that such large, subcontinental-size
megastructures can only be detected if they are spatially resolved using an inversion technique, so that
their relatively undiluted spectra and polarization can be measured and constituent materials are
identified. If megastructures are spatially unresolved, they may remain undetected as their spectral and
polarimetric signatures are strongly diluted and reduced by global environmental signals.

5.1.3.2

HEAT ISLANDS

Kuhn and Berdyugina (2015) proposed that Kardashev Type I civilizations, like ours, confined to energy
sources on the planetary scale will be ultimately forced to use exclusively photonic energy provided by the
stellar radiation to slow down an unavoidable global warming, as a consequence of the second law of
thermodynamics. Assuming that social aspects of terrestrial life is a universal feature, civilization
development will be clustered in favorable geographical areas where waste heat is constantly dumped into
the environment raising its temperature to remotely detectable levels. Such “heat islands” are well identified
with large cities in infrared Earth images taken from space. They have been proposed to be a prominent
technosignature for civilizations only slightly more advanced than ours (consuming ~50 times more energy).
A network of alien civilization heat islands may be resolved on the planetary surface and distinguished from
environmental heat sources (e.g., volcanoes) through differential infrared measurements, e.g., at 5 μm and
10 μm.

5.1.3.3

ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION

Schneider et al. (2010) and Loeb and Turner (2012) both suggested that artificial light sources might be
detectable on the night sides of exoplanets with near-future technology, by analogy with human nighttime
city illumination. Kipping and Teachey (2016) explored the possibility that light might be deliberately
transmitted in the anti-stellar direction and be detectable during exoplanetary transit.

5.1.3.4

CONSTRAINTS FROM COMPLEXITY THEORY

Complex systems theory, particularly scaling laws, as well as the theory to generate them can place
constraints on expectations for alien technological architecture. Examples include structure of
communication networks, cities, etc. Such scaling laws of cities coupled with imaging data of planetary
surfaces using inversions of planetary reflected light curves (Berdyugina and Kuhn 2017) can provide
information on alien sociology.
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5.1.4
5.1.4.1

Planet-scale Technosignatures
ENERGY DISSIPATION AS A TECHNOSIGNATURE

Frank et al. (2018) proposed a classification system for planets based on the dissipation of free energy
generated within the coupled planetary systems. It was demonstrated one can expect a rise in free
energy dissipation when going from lifeless worlds with atmospheres through worlds with robust
biospheres and on to planets with long-term (sustainable) technological civilizations. The creation of freeenergy gradients from emerging complexity within the planetary systems, in particular a biosphere, falls
into the category of “what can’t be avoided,” discussed above. Theoretical studies are needed to
articulate what kind of technosignature this might be imprinted in the light from a planet with a long-term
planetary scale civilization. We note that this kind of work has been carried out for biosignatures, in terms
of atmospheric disequilibrium, and shows promising results (Krissansen-Totton et al. 2018).

5.1.4.2

CLIMATE STABILITY OR INSTABILITY AS AN EFFECT OF
CIVILIZATION

General qualities of planets that have been inhabited over long timescales by technological civilizations
may have some characteristics of stable equilibrium. One
might reasonably postulate that such a civilization would
value environmental stability and would thus attempt to
interrupt any natural “Milankovitch cycles” or other
periodic or episodic cycles of dramatic climate change.
Thus, (for example) if planets are observed that appear to
have been modified in such a way as to dampen or
Milankovitch cycles. Credit: Robert Simmon, NASA
eliminate such climate instabilities, this could be regarded
GSFC.
as a potential technosignature. As has been
demonstrated
by
Haqq-Misra
(2014),
Earth’s
Milankovitch cycle of glaciations may likely have already been altered by our inadvertent interference in
Earth’s climate system. This makes the intentional disruption of such cycles by even a slightly more
“advanced” civilization (i.e., for this purpose, one with a greater level of planetary-scale long-term coherent
intentional application of technology) seem quite plausible. In particular, global warming could be a planetscale thermodynamic technosignature (Kuhn and Berdyugina 2015). On the other hand, exacerbation of
cycles may be seen as a civilization lurch along dysfunctionally with incomplete cycles of social collapse and
regeneration for a long time and on a planetary scale.

5.1.4.3

GEOENGINEERING

It is conceivable that the signs of planetary engineering may extend to more than one planet in a multiplanet system. One can imagine that in a system with several habitable, or potentially inhabitable,
planets, a society may desire to engineer nearby planets to have similar climates to accommodate a
biosphere extending to multiple nearby inhabited worlds. Thus, one possible technosignature may be the
observation of several planets in one system with suspiciously similar climates (that is, those that do not
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likely seem to be the result of coincidental separate evolutionary paths), which may represent such multiplanet scale tinkering. This tinkering may even extend to the belts of debris present in these systems—
mining asteroids may provide valuable resources for large-scale engineering, and this can yield its own
technosignature (Forgan and Elvis 2011).
Lingam and Loeb (2017) explored the spectroscopic signature of major geoengineering efforts associated
with planet-scale stellar energy collection, such as surface silicon photovoltaics and chlorophyllcontaining material, finding that both produce characteristic, detectable spectral edges. While such
activity would be obviously detrimental to the native biosphere of such a planet, it might be a more benign
endeavor on an otherwise dead world (for instance, in the far future humanity might contemplate such a
project on the Moon or Mercury). Such technological spectral edges may not be easy to distinguish from
biological photosynthetic edges (Berdyugina et al. 2016), as the former are developed to mimic the latter.
Following further the potential desire for environmental and climate stability as a value that could plausibly
be held by otherwise inscrutable or unpredictable exocivilizations, we can imagine that if a planet was
inhabited over an extremely long time-span, approaching relevant timescales for stellar evolution, that
planetary engineering might be undertaken to avoid the inevitable runaway greenhouse that will befall
every Earth-type inhabited planet in a stellar habitable zone as stellar main sequence evolution
progresses and increased stellar luminosity gradually sweeps the habitable zone outward. Thus, planets
that appear to be anomalously preserved in a climate state that represents the climate balance of some
earlier epoch of stellar evolution might plausibly have been engineered to preserve a past climate state to
which that planet’s biosphere had become well adapted.
This sample list of possible planetary evolution technosignatures is meant to be illustrative, not
exhaustive. Indeed, as described above, there are good reasons to believe an exhaustive list is not
possible. Nonetheless, a research program that investigates likely physical planetary limits that would be
encountered by any long-lived civilization, and, considering sample sets of plausible goals and values for
such a civilization (such as environmental stability, or maximizing biomass, etc.), likely evolutionary states
can be modeled. This may suggest fruitful observational programs as well as better preparing us to
interpret the anomalous and puzzling signatures that may ultimately be the first indications that such an
entity is being observed.

5.1.5

Time-Evolution of Technosignatures

The quantity and type of technosignature existing at a certain epoch in the universe is probably not
stationary, due to a number of astrophysical, biological, and even sociological factors that depend on
time. Modeling the temporal distribution of technosignatures over cosmic history is crucial for a number of
reasons. Better modeling would result in:

•

More sophisticated estimates of the number of potential signals we might intercept from our
location in space and time;

•

Indication of the most probable kind of technological species producing the signal (e.g., in
terms of energy capability, signal strength, signal content, and so on); and

•

Help in making predictions of the signal to compare with data, which would be especially
useful when trying to interpret anomalies.
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All of these would help in planning optimal observational strategies. A theoretical framework of this sort
would also give us a useful benchmark to interpret possible outliers (such as candidate signals from
civilizations that are in a stage of technological development similar to ours).
A simple parameterization of evolutionary effect might involve two timescales (Balbi 2018): the time of
appearance of species capable of producing technosignature and their longevity (broadly defined as the
duration of technosignature, which is independent on the actual survival of the species). The statistical
properties of such timescales would define a probability distribution of technological species, which can
be used to produce simulations. Based on this parameterization, the number of technosignatures that can
be detected by a survey observing a given volume of space centered around our location can be
estimated by simple causal considerations. Both timescales depend on a complex interaction of factors.
The time of appearance of technological species would depend, for example, on the habitability history of
the universe (Lineweaver et al. 2004; Loeb et al. 2016), on the probability of abiogenesis on habitable
planets, and so on. The longevity of a technosignature is arguably more difficult to model and less studied
so far, because it depends not only on astrophysical or biological factors (e.g., how long a planet can in
principle remain habitable, or on the characteristic scales of biological evolution for complex life) but also
on sociological issues, as well as on intentionality (e.g., whether technological growth is sustainable in the
long run, whether a species is willing to communicate, whether it builds structures or beacons that can
survive its extinction and even that of the planetary environment, etc.).
Another parameterization might involve the notion of a transition probability to extreme longevity. In the
“bottleneck” model described qualitatively by Grinspoon (2016), there may be a bifurcation in lifetimes
between those civilizations whose lifetimes are limited by the existential threats experienced by young
technological civilizations (represented, at least in part, by the many known potential existential threats to
our own civilization as summarized, e.g., by Rees (2003), Wilson (2002), Avin et al. 2018, and those who
have developed understanding to the point where such threats are transcended and cosmological-length
lifetimes are achieved. In such a scenario, the Drake equation, which assumes a fixed value of L, and
therefore assumes a steady-state number of technical civilizations, is not valid, and a time-dependent
equation, in which extremely long-lived civilizations (quasi-immortal in Grinspoon 2016’s lexicon) will
accumulate over time, will apply. Quantitative modeling of these scenarios can help to refine the potential
observational search space.
On the other hand, our history demonstrates that civilizations collapse but incompletely and secondary
civilizations arise. If climate changes or resources overshoot, similarly, some parts of a planet will have the
capacity for local mitigation while others don't. Hence, decimation and extirpation is conceivable rather than
complete extinction. Also, high technology could well survive overall civilizational lows. So, a complete
bifurcation between “die-young-and-not-too-bright” and “live-forever-in-infinite-wisdom” may not be obvious.

5.1.6
5.1.6.1

Activities in Disciplines Relevant to
Technosignatures
LINGUISTICS AND NONHUMAN COMMUNICATION

The detection of any technosignature or biosignature will require continual engagement with the public
(not just a single announcement). A signal with semantic content will also immediately require sustained
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efforts at decipherment/interpretation, and inference about the sender(s) (Elliott and Baxter 2012). Work
in computational linguistics (Elliott 2009, 2011) and nonhuman communication on Earth (e.g., Herzing et
al. 2018, Kershenbaum et al. 2018, Berea 2018, Doyle 2011, Elliott 2015) and potential semiotic
universals (Deacon 2018) is already exploring this, and even minor funding could substantially accelerate
progress. Crucially, this research capacity should be built and maintained before a detection, i.e., as an
integral component of an ongoing technosignature/biosignature search program. It cannot realistically be
manifested out of the blue on an as-needed basis.
In contrast to standard (traditional) decipherment techniques, complex bootstrapping of discovered
phenomena, against predominantly unsupervised learning and decipherment algorithms are required for
such analysis, to discover, build and assign structural (syntactic) components, across a multilayered
affinity matrix, during post-detection analytics (Elliott 2012, Elliott and Baxter 2012): phases crucial for
structure categorization to build towards where syntax meets semantics. It is also essential that the
framework for post-detection frames itself within an efficient ‘handshake’ to ongoing detection capabilities
and mechanisms for dissemination, as the process unfolds and progresses (Elliott 2008).
The more we know about what is universally possible and impossible (i.e., what are the physical
boundaries of communication?), the better we can frame and prepare decoding and interpretation
protocols. The advances in disciplines such as linguistics, animal communication, information
theory (Shannon 1948), cryptography, should come together in an integrated way for
understanding what is universally possible and impossible in terms of communication.

5.1.6.2

ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

The theory, principles, and methods used by archaeologists to search for hidden human technosignatures
(artifacts, archaeological sites, and anthropogenic landscape modification) on Earth are continually
evolving and should be a source of innovation for solar system extraterrestrial technosignature searches.
For close-range solar system searches, archaeological methods may apply, including ground-penetrating
radar and magnetometry. Remote-sensing methods such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) photography
and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), thermal and infrared imaging, have been adapted and used
within archaeology for locating and mapping material culture / archaeological sites on Earth, including
subsurface to about 1 m depth.
Anthropology has multiple roles to play in the future development of technosignature theory and
modeling. It can be integrated into technosignature/biosignature searches in three ways:
1. As a data-rich evolutionary-historical science devoted to the only species we know of that has
produced a technological civilization capable of large-scale engineering and communicating
at interstellar distances;
2. As a set of methods and perspectives that can reflexively refine our ability to step outside
familiar mindsets to confront alien ways of being; and
3. As a way of thinking about what it means to be human in a complex environment including
myriad other life forms (Denning 2018).
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First, the archaeological record is a goldmine for building theory, if used to examine the emergence and
sustainability of complexity from a cross-cultural comparative perspective (rather than in a unilineal
evolutionary narrative, as is the tradition within SETI). It can speak in unique ways to the emergence and
intensification of complexity, the relative roles of contingency and convergence, the sustainability of
complexity, and variable ecological footprints (Denning 2009). Recent big data initiatives in archaeology,
particularly the Seshat Global History Databank,3 are finally collecting disparate global archaeology /
history data into a single database to allow scientific study of questions about the evolution of civilization
on Earth. There are already some surprises (Turchin et al. 2018) and more will surely come quickly.
Second, previous models of human social evolution have tended to ignore the reality that we coevolved
biologically and socially with other species (at both the micro and macro scales). New modes of
anthropological and archaeological thought address this (Denning 2018). For the purposes of
technosignature theory-building, we need to integrate this recognition into holistic, planetary models of
biological, social and technological complexity.
Third, refined search technologies and methods are certainly essential for next-generation
technosignature searches, but we can further develop our intellectual toolkit as well. Examining recent
human failures and successes in uncovering and recognizing evidence of unfamiliar intelligence, past and
present, in our own world, will be instructive (Denning 2018).
Finally, both archaeological theory and methods should be employed in any searches on Earth for
nonhuman technosignatures.

5.1.6.3

NEUROSCIENCE AND THE EVOLUTION OF INTELLIGENCE

The emergence of intelligence is a factor in the Drake equation, but the reasons for studying it go well
beyond the estimation of this factor. Assumptions about it have been woven into technosignature
searches for decades, and there is a substantial task ahead in integrating the current and future best
theory and data from bioscience focused on Earth into efforts to locate life elsewhere. This area of biology
is accelerating rapidly: questions about the origin and evolution of intelligence on Earth are now more
technically, methodologically, philosophically, and scientifically tractable than ever before. The
Intelligence in Astrobiology workshops (2012) and Virtual Resource Center on Intelligence in
Astrobiology4 (2009–13; Marino and Denning et al.) are examples of NASA Astrobiology Institute (NAI)
funded initiatives working on this integration. Recent papers by Marino (2015), Berns (2018) and McShea
(2018) address the state of the field as applicable to technosignatures searches, and flag ways forward.
Neuroscience, including cellular and physiological, cognition, and behavioral aspects, is also currently
experiencing a great advance. With the help of neuroimaging techniques we better understand now the
nervous system and how mind works. These advances are even being translated into modern computing
methods and AI. This rapidly growing discipline is going to be of great help in searching for
technosignatures, and also a posteriori in the event of finding a signal or any form of communication.

3
4

http://seshatdatabank.info/
www.yorku.ca/astrobio/intelligence/index.html
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Once we fully understand how intelligence has evolved, and how it has become cultural, and even
technological, in multiple species on Earth, we will know what, if anything, might be universal about that
process. If we deeply understand the evolution of intelligence (and consciousness) on Earth, we will be
much better situated to predict the possibilities for intelligent life elsewhere, or to comprehend any
extraterrestrial intelligence or complex life, should it be found.

NEW APPROACHES TO DETECTING
TECHNOSIGNATURES
Commensal observations, during which the search for technosignature is carried out simultaneously with
other astronomical observations using general astronomical facilities, are proven to be interesting but so
far have not led to a detection. They definitely offer opportunities for maximizing the return on investment
of telescope resources, but it becomes more evident that surveys and instruments are to be designed and
optimized for the needs of the technosignatures discussed above.

5.2.1

New Surveys with Current Instruments

There is a number of optical/IR facilities that have contributed or will contribute to the search for
technosignatures via commensal observations. Kepler, K2, and TESS provide continuous photometric
data, which are mined for transiting megastructures. Cherenkov array detectors search for serendipitous
laser communication signals and other unusual transient optical/IR events. Similarly, arrays of solar
heliostats can be used during the night to increase the non-imaging coverage of the sky Covault (2001).
With the new arrays coming online, we can approach a desired “all-sky & all-the-time” observations
scheme, similar to technosignature searches in the radio. High-resolution spectrographs on large, 8–10 m
class telescopes are employed to search for spectral signatures of lasers communication. JWST (2021)
may be able to provide upper limits on atmospheric technosignatures on nearby exoplanets. Current and
planned surveys with these instruments are discussed in accompanying reviews. Needless to say, such
surveys are to be continued and expanded as new facilities come online.
In the radio part of the spectrum, much work is needed to sample a larger fraction of the Cosmic Haystack
(Tarter et al. 2010), also known as search volume. The dimensions of the search volume (e.g., Drake
1984, Tarter et al. 2010) normally include sensitivity, sky coverage, frequency coverage, and time. Both
targeted surveys and broad surveys are required to examine all dimensions of the haystack. Targeted
surveys are necessary to sample regions at high sensitivity, whereas broad surveys are ideal to maximize
sky coverage. In both cases, efforts should be made to maximize the frequency coverage and time span
of observations (“all frequencies, all the time”). Sensitivity is a particularly important dimension of the
Cosmic Haystack because the spatial volume from which transmitting technological species can be
detected scales as the minimum detectable flux to the (-3/2) power. Existing instruments (e.g., Green
Bank Telescope, Arecibo Observatory, NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory Deep Space Network, Parkes
Radio Telescope, the Allen Telescope Array, Sardinia Radio Telescope, Five-hundred-meter Aperture
Spherical radio Telescope, MeerKAT, etc.) offer significant opportunities for sampling a larger fraction of
the search volume in the next decade. With the possible exception of telescope arrays with beamforming
capability, there is a substantial penalty associated with commensal observations: the primary observer
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dictates the pointing and cadence of observations, which prevents the secondary observer from using an
optimal cadence (e.g., for RFI mitigation) and/or re-observation strategy (e.g., following the near-real-time
detection of interesting candidate signals). These drawbacks emphasize the need for telescope time
dedicated to the search for technosignatures.

5.2.2

New Instruments: Optical and IR

Considering the scope of technosignatures discussed in Section 5.1, technosignature detection in
optical/IR requires:

•

High-contrast, large-aperture imaging systems capable of direct imaging of Earth-size planets
around G-, K- and M-class stars;

•

High- and medium- resolution spectroscopy in optical/IR for detecting atmospheric and
optical/IR communication technosignatures;

•

Optical photometry and polarimetry for detecting structural technosignatures in transits and
reflected light; and

•

Infrared photometry for detecting thermodynamic technosignatures and climate change effects.

These instruments are to be highly efficient in harvesting optical/IR photons from Earth-size exoplanets.

5.2.3

High-contrast Imaging Systems

The integration time needed at a fixed SNR in direct exoplanet photometry scales faster than D–4 (where
D is the telescope diameter) and depends critically on exquisite wavefront control (reaching several
nanometers) to realize high contrast. Therefore, Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) with high-contrast
capabilities (better than 10–6 at small angular separations) are needed to search for technosignatures and
biosignatures on exoplanets.
Currently planned ELTs are optimized for relatively wide-field general astronomy and will not necessarily
address many exoplanetary science goals, including searches for technosignatures. A dedicated instrument
that is capable of high-contrast direct imaging of Earth-size exoplanets in the optical and infrared would
enable more sensitive technosignature searches in the optical and near-infrared. To achieve the high
contrast with a large enough aperture, a
hybrid
interferometric-coronagraphic
telescope concept was recently proposed
(Kuhn et al. 2018, Moretto et al. 2018). In
contrast to other ELTs, such a system has a
narrow field of view (FOV) and combines
interferometric
concepts
with
“floppy”
subaperture optics, to dramatically decrease
moving mass and cost per m2 of light
collecting aperture while realizing extremely
high-photometric dynamic range. These
Illustration of ELF. Credit: PLANETS Foundation.
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advantages make comparable-aperture space-based systems non-competitive in both cost and time to
build. One of the realizations of such a system is Exo-Life Finder (ELF), which consists of 9 to 25 large (4–
8 m) off-axis telescopes assembled on a common pointing structure. The primary mirror segments have
identical off-axis parabolic shapes, and are served by corresponding adaptive secondary mirrors, each
creating a diffraction-limited image with high-accuracy wavefront control. The synthesized aperture created
by properly phasing the ELF segments can produce a 10–7 contrast dark spot that can be moved within the
FOV by modifying segment phases. Such a high-contrast, large-aperture system is specifically designed to
be sensitive to exolife (biosignatures) and exo-civilizations (technosignatures) on many nearby exoplanets
(Berdyugina et al. 2018a,b).

5.2.3.1

SPECTROSCOPY

High- and medium- resolution spectroscopy in the optical and IR up to 25 μm has been used for
characterizing exoplanets since more than a decade. Such spectrographs are planned for the nextgeneration ELTs as well. They are not designed specifically for technosignature searches, but standard
techniques used for characterizing exoplanetary atmospheres are well-suited to search for
technosignatures.

5.2.3.2

TIME-SERIES PHOTOMETRY

Direct imaging of Earth-size planets will allow acquiring high SNR continuous reflected light curves at
0.3–5 μm. Inversions of such light curves in various spectral bands will produce detailed exoplanet albedo
maps, including possible artificial megastructures on the surface and in the near-exoplanetary space
(Berdyugina and Kuhn 2017). Additional IR measurements at 10 μm will allow a search for civilization
heat islands (Kuhn and Berdyugina 2015). Also, various atmospheric technosignature (pollutants) could
be detected in the optical and IR.

5.2.3.3

TIME-SERIES POLARIMETRY

Polarimetry helps increase the contrast of directly imaged exoplanets (e.g., Langlois et al. 2014),
characterize albedo of exoplanets (Berdyugina et al. 2007, 2011), and can reveal microscopic properties
(composition and texture) of various surfaces (e.g., Berdyugina et al. 2016). This can further be exploited
to identify artificial structures within natural environment, similar to searches of various manmade objects
within a rocky or icy terrain (e.g., Snik et al. 2014). Hence, technological artefacts, such as free-floating
spacecraft or satellites, may be identified by their anomalous polarization characteristics. For example,
reflection of unpolarized sunlight from a spacecraft can be specular or diffuse, depending on whether its
surface smooth or rough, dielectric or metallic, or if it is of unnatural geometric shape (Kissell 1974). A
combination of surface phase shifts and polarization sensitive absorption and reflection can produce
elliptical or linear polarization and provide a diagnostic of the artificial nature of the object. Taken to
extreme, technological mega-structures on the scale of a solar system, such as a Dyson sphere, may
have reflections and glints that are highly polarized. Time-series polarimetric measurements at various
phase angles and inversions of polarized light curves (Fluri and Berdyugina 2010) are needed to reveal
such glints.
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5.2.4

New Instruments: Radio

Types of instrumentation/approaches needed to accelerate technosignature detection in the radio:

•

Multi-channel spectrometers (fast Fourier transform (FFT)), to cover a broader range of
frequencies;

•

Wide field of view, to efficiently catch transient events;

•

Machine learning, to analyze data quickly and in novel ways;

•

Ring buffers for very large, real-time data sets, to develop ability to dump data from ring
buffers to permanent storage on the basis of real-time analysis triggers; and

•

Much more massive multipixel arrays on single dishes, next-generation Very Large Array
(ngVLA), wideband feeds, and improved signal processing hardware and algorithms.

Detecting signals of different modulations (narrowband, broadband, pulses, signals with irregular
structure, etc.) requires also theoretical work on the maximum drift rates that should be searched by our
algorithms when looking for linear features, as well as application of convolutional neural networks (such
as that used for fast radio bursts (FRBs) in Zhang et al. 2018) and cross-correlation functions. This ties
into the machine learning aspect, but it is broader and has applications outside SETI.

5.2.5

New Instruments: Non-EM

Traditional EM SETI often involves guessing the wavelength at which a technosignature (such as a
deliberate, communicative beacon) might be discovered, and is often driven by the sorts of radiation
humanity generates and can detect. As new, non-EM detectors come on line, it is possible to extend the
search for technosignatures into these new domains, where technosignatures might exist and compete
against very low backgrounds.
In particular, if extraterrestrial technology involves the manipulation of amounts of energy or matter many
orders of magnitude beyond humanity’s current capabilities, that may manifest in a variety of
non-electromagnetic signatures detectable across astronomical distances.

5.2.5.1

GRAVITATIONAL WAVES (GWS)

Gravitational waves can be used for communication over sub-galactic distances. GWs have several
advantages over EM waves, and one major disadvantage.

Advantages:
GW detectors measure field, not power, so the signal strength decays as 1/r rather than 1/r2.
GWs are not scattered by interstellar material or stars. They pass through all but the most dense
galactic environments without scattering.
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The GW sky is ‘dark’ in the audio band. All of the GW energy in the universe from astrophysical
sources is below 1 Hz. Thus, beamed GWs have no background to contend with.
GWs may be considered to be an advanced technology in the sense that long-range
communication is possible without less-technologically capable observers even knowing the signal
exists.
Disadvantage:
GWs require an enormous amount of energy to make a detectable signal, at least to Earth-2018
technology.
Since the first detection of astrophysical GWs in 2015, there have been several other detections—all from
compact binary mergers. The most sensitive instruments for detection of GWs are the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) detectors. Over the next 20 years, it is envisioned
that the strain sensitivity of these detectors (10–10,000 Hz) will increase by 100x (100x in sensitivity is
~100x in distance), and will be joined by less sensitive space-detectors (0.0001–1 Hz). The prospect for
GW detection in the 1–1,000 MHz band is not promising.
Using Earth-2018 technology, and ~$1B, it could be possible to beam GWs across the distance of the
Earth. In order to make a signal detectable with Earth-2100 technology, from a distance of a few
thousand light years, would require a very large array of mass quadrupoles. A trillion such quadrupoles
with a combined mass of 1024 kg (~1 earth mass), would still be beyond the sensitivity range of Earth2030 detectors, but could be detectable (albeit with a very low bit rate) after a few hundred years of GW
detector development.
At the moment, the GW detector network is moving towards a curated open-data policy. The time series
of the GW strain will be released from each data taking run with a cadence of ~1 year. The data rate from
a single GW detector is ~1 TB/year (~5 TB/year for the year 2030 worldwide network). No groups have
proposed to do SETI type searches on the GW data at this time. There are several groups working within
the mainstream GW astrophysics community looking for long duration (t ~1 - 10,000 s), unmodeled
signals from naturally occurring astrophysical sources.

5.2.5.2

MULTIMESSENGER TECHNOSIGNATURE SEARCHES

Multimessenger astronomy explores common sources of EM, gravitational, weak force, and strong force
carriers in the forms of photons, gravitational waves, neutrinos, and cosmic rays (CRs). Although none of
the facilities currently or soon to be involved in multimessenger astronomy were designed with
technosignature searches in mind, they provide an opportunity for commensal technosignature work at low
cost.
Gravitational waves and MeV or >TeV neutrinos are the most penetrating long-lived (hence propagating
to astronomical distances) signatures of violent physical activity, and so might trace extremely highenergy events by technology, for instance the exploitation of naked singularities or evaporating black
holes for experimental or practical purposes. The coincident detection of such carriers, which is already
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sought by programs such as AMON (the Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network), may be
useful to search for technosignatures alongside searches for naturally energetic events.

5.2.6

Emerging Technologies Relevant to SETI

The following emerging technologies may be relevant to technosignature searches in the solar system
and beyond:

•

Artificial intelligence,

•

Laser propulsion and other advanced propulsion technologies,

•

Data mining and storage technologies,

•

Accelerated computations (GPUs, etc.),

•

New detectors,

•

Lunar far-side radio astronomy,

•

Mid-frequency aperture arrays,

•

Low-noise receivers, and

•

Use of quantized photon angular momentum for communication.

In addition to new technologies to detect technosignatures, new algorithms are needed to accelerate
technosignature searches in current and future data. Here, machine learning, Bayesian neural networks,
inversions, etc. are proven to be useful. Also, advances in data archiving, curation, and storage
(warehouse) are needed for high-efficiency data analysis.

WAYS TO CATALYZE SIGNIFICANT
ADVANCES
In this section, various aspects of possible partnerships of NASA with private, public (including other
federal agencies), philanthropic, and academic organizations are addressed. These partnerships are
seen as a way of amplifying NASA investment into the technosignature field as well as to assure a
possibility for achieving stability in funding technosignature research.
Also, development of post-detection information infrastructure is important. For example, one may use
services and components (mostly commercially available) to support large-scale citizen science after a
detection of a signal with content. Millions of users would want to access the data and may contribute
significantly to efforts in analysis and comprehension.
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5.3.1

Private Partnerships

In times of lack of federal funding for technosignature research, several private organizations have
declared and pursued their interests to accelerate the technosignature field. The SETI Institute,5
Breakthrough Foundation,6 and PLANETS Foundation7 have, among others, developed novel techniques,
technologies, and sponsorships with the goal to detect technosignature and biosignature on nearby
exoplanets. Industry is developing impactful commercial software tools in the area of big data, machine
learning, anomaly detection, and deep learning. These computational techniques are highly relevant to
the scientific community, which, in turn, provides interesting use-cases back to the commercial sector
resulting in partnerships. An example of this is the partnership between exoplanet scientists and Google
Brain developers that resulted in open source code to process Kepler data as well as new exoplanet
discoveries.8,9 Commercial partnerships are fostered by incubators like the Frontier Development Lab10
hosted by NASA and the SETI Institute. NASA partnerships with the private sector can accelerate
technology developments as well as their scientific and commercial applications. They can also provide
valuable training for young researchers and technology entrepreneurs.
Another opportunistic pathway may be the creation of a prestigious competition for a lucrative monetary
prize. The XPrize is an extraordinary example of what can be achieved with private funding and a global
goal. Often the fiscal investment by multiple teams is far greater than the privately funded value of the
prize.

5.3.2

Philanthropic and Academic Partnerships

The technosignature field has been decimated by the cessation of public funding. Expertise needs to be
rebuilt via career development. Here, partnerships with, and opportunities for, the academic sector would
help to create a pipeline of talented researchers for the future.
Funding for fellowships, internships, coops, and curriculum development at the national level can be
achieved via NASA partnerships with NSF, the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine (NAS), and other federal agencies. Other sources include private foundations with a national or
regional scope, state/local level university foundations, other local foundations, and individual donors. In
addition, crowdfunding can be employed at both national and state/local levels.

5.3.2.1

TECHNOSIGNATURE REFERENCE LIBRARY INITIATIVE

An accessible, reliable, long-term database for technosignature work that has been done is needed. The
database could be similar to the NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) effort, but should take into
account the fact that technosignature research is a highly interdisciplinary field. It should include refereed
https://www.seti.org/
https://breakthroughinitiatives.org/
7 https://www.planets.life/
8 https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/03/open-sourcing-hunt-for-exoplanets.html
9 https://www.blog.google/technology/ai/hunting-planets-machine-learning/
10 http://www.frontierdevelopmentlab.org
5
6
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papers, conference proceedings, and various relevant reports (like this one) on technosignaures. A recent
introduction to interdisciplinary work related to SETI/technosignatures was compiled by Oman-Reagan et
al. (2018). A searchable database of all published searches for technosignatures will be made public in
January 2019 at https://technosearch.seti.org/.

5.3.2.2

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS BLUMBERG CHAIR IN
ASTROBIOLOGY PROGRAM

This program, co-sponsored by NASA and the Library of Congress, fosters “research at the intersection of
the science of astrobiology and its humanistic and societal implications,” which can overlap into
technosignatures. Chair-holders occupy the position for one year or less, however, and the research and
events produced do not necessarily filter deeply into the science community. There may be ways to
amplify the extent and impact of this program for both biosignatures and technosignatures.

5.3.2.3

MIT “THE CENTER FOR BRAINS, MINDS AND MACHINES”
(CBMM)

This is an NSF-funded Science and Technology Center focused on an interdisciplinary study
intelligence. This effort is a multi-institutional collaboration headquartered at the McGovern Institute
Brain Research at MIT, with managing partners at Harvard University. It is focused specifically
modelling human intelligence but nonetheless relevant to modeling intelligence in the context
technosignature searches.

5.3.2.4

of
for
on
of

SOCIAL DIMENSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE
RESEARCH

Partnerships with academic institutions with strong humanities and social sciences representation are
essential to grow and sustain the interdisciplinary expertise needed to explore the ongoing societal impact
of technosignature searches (successful or not) and related questions. There are a number of U.S.
universities with the necessary academic profile.
Philanthropic support has historically funded some interdisciplinary work related to
SETI/technosignatures, and in the future, there may be foundations and donors that would be interested
in partnering with a NASA-supported technosignature and biosignature initiatives to support
interdisciplinary researchers and students.
It would be wise to consider the public not just as the passive recipients of the “impact” of detections, but
as an active force with opinions that should be considered. A recent significant public consultation
process was undertaken by NASA in collaboration with researchers from Arizona State University’s
Consortium for Science, Policy, and Outcomes (Tomblin et al. 2017). This would be a substantial
undertaking but it could be a useful consultation process for designing a NASA-funded technosignature
program, which truly takes into account current public interests and concerns (instead of presuming to
already know what those are). Existing technical and humanistic expertise related to the search for
technosignatures should be involved, as well as experts in this consultation method.
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5.3.3

Partnerships with Other Federal Programs

Partnerships with other federal programs could foster a sustained interdisciplinary work, which should be
integral to the search for technosignatures, concerning the following issues:

•

Existing and potential societal impacts of the search for life in the universe (Dick, ed. 2015);

•

Evolutionary phenomena that generate intelligence and social and technological complexity; and

•

Computational linguistics and models of communication.

Each of these fields can inform and accelerate the search but will also be acutely relevant in the event
that something is found.

5.3.3.1

NSF DIRECTORATE FOR THE SOCIAL, BEHAVIORAL AND
ECONOMIC SCIENCES (NSF/SBE) AND NATIONAL
ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

Collaboration with these programs could promote a continually self-renewing ethical culture for all the
fields embedded within the search for life (including, but not limited to, technosignatures). Of particular
interest in this regard are the SBE Office of Multidisciplinary Activities programs in Cultivating Ethical
Cultures for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), and the Science of Science &
Innovation Policy (SciSIP) program. There is also an opportunity for integration with the NSF Scientific
Integrity / Media Policy. Scientists engaged in the search for technosignatures have often been operating
outside of frameworks of human ethics or bioethics, simply because astronomy is not generally subject to
review or restrictions in this regard. (SETI has traditionally subscribed more to the metalaw framework.)
However, as the subfields of technosignatures and biosignatures evolve and merge, and as the chances
of detecting life grow, ethics are increasingly relevant. The technosignature research community would
benefit from an engagement with scientific ethics frameworks from fields outside of astronomy.
Specialist research into public reactions and best communication practices regarding candidate signals
and detections will significantly inform the future of technosignatures, and this research should be
undertaken professionally within national human participants research ethics frameworks.

5.3.3.2

NSF DIRECTORATE FOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
(NSF/BIO), AND NSF GEOSCIENCES (NSF/GEO),
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE BIO/GEO DIVISION
OF EMERGING FRONTIERS (E.G., RULES OF LIFE),
NSF/BIO EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES CLUSTER,
ACCELNET

Sustained partnerships with these programs could facilitate the much-needed integration of current
bioscience-based theory, method, and data into the physics-oriented technosignature field. The field will
benefit enormously from effective interdisciplinary bridges. The search for technosignatures is predicated
on the assumption that evolutionary processes have produced intelligent, complex, technology-making
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life elsewhere in the universe. The astronomy-based search for technosignatures has not required and
does not necessarily require a detailed or current understanding of those evolutionary processes—in the
same way that one can find a fossil or an ancient artifact on Earth without a comprehensive knowledge of
vertebrate evolution or human history. However, deeper understandings of “what life does” will certainly
inform and refine search strategies (particularly if signs of life continue to be difficult to find), and are
essential for the interpretation of any significant findings (i.e., ‘who’ created the technosignature and what
can be known or inferred about them). Interpretations will be critical both for science and for national and
global public interest. Finally, technosignature and biosignature searches have effectively begun merging
due to escalations/shifts in remote sensing capabilities; an integrated body of theory and an
interconnected, cross-trained research community will facilitate progress in the years and decades to
come.

5.3.3.3

NSF OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING (NSF/OISE)

OISE-managed initiatives, such as the program “Accelerating Research through International Network-toNetwork Collaborations” (AccelNet), may be relevant to the search for technosignatures.

5.3.3.4

NSF-WIDE PROGRAMS

Other, general NSF programs aiming at broadening the impact of science on the society may be relevant
to technosignature research, for example, the program “Increasing the Participation and Advancement of
Women in Academic Science and Engineering Careers” (ADVANCE).

5.3.3.5

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE: NOAA AND NIST

There could be opportunities for NASA to amplify its technosignature research via partnerships with other
Federal agencies. Through such partnerships, relevant scientific and commercialization assets of other
Federal agencies could complement assets used by NASA to conduct technosignature research. For
example, two agencies that NASA could partner with could be the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), both of which are
under the U.S. Department of Commerce. Below are a few examples of such partnerships.
Partnering with the NOAA:

•

The archives of comprehensive oceanic, atmospheric, and geophysical data of the NOAA’s
National Centers for Environmental Information (NOAA 2018a) could be utilized in a
complementary manner to inform theoretical and applied research conducted by NASA into
technosignatures, whether in context of the Earth’s immediate environs or that of Earth-like
exoplanets. Coincidentally, the NOAA and NASA have an existing partnership through
NASA’s Joint Agency Satellite Division (NASA 2018).

•

Federal agency Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programs provide training and
technical assistance to small businesses to help them identify feasible businesses
opportunities in terms of federal contracting in conjunction with commercial applications; this
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while assessing and mitigating business risks. Such programs could also provide enhanced
opportunities for certified minority- and women-owned small businesses to participate. The
SBIR program of the NOAA’s Technology Partnerships Office (NOAA 2018b) could provide
small business referrals to the NASA SBIR/STTR (Small Business Technology Transfer)
program, where the referrals demonstrate a likelihood of advancing technosignature research
and its commercial applications. Whether involving SBIR or similar activities, the
advancement of technosignature research and its commercial applications could occur in
areas such as communications and navigation; sensors, detectors and instruments;
advanced telescope technologies; information technology for science data; and so on.
Partnering with the NIST:

•

The measurement science and commercialization expertise of the NIST Technology
Partnership Office (NIST 2018) could be utilized in a complementary manner to inform
NASA’s technosignature research, similar to the aforementioned example involving a NASANOAA partnership.

•

The NIST SBIR program could provide referrals to the NASA SBIR/STTR program, similar to
the example involving a NASA-NOAA partnership.

5.3.3.6

SMITHSONIAN NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM

Philanthropic support and public outreach for NASA technosignature research could be accomplished in
part through a partnership with the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. Such a partnership
could entail Museum staff and fellows providing research support (via the Museum’s Center for Earth and
Planetary Sciences), designated gifts from Museum donors, and a public multimedia exhibit illustrating
the history of NASA’s efforts to search for life elsewhere in the universe (e.g., from the first ground-based
radio telescopes to modern-day space satellites, etc.). Such an exhibit could be a prototype that other
institutions could publicly showcase in support of technosignature research.

5.3.3.7

DATA IN NASA ARCHIVES OF RELEVANCE TO
TECHNOSIGNATURE SCIENCE

NASA has collected large data archives that may be relevant to technosignature searches, including
asteroid searches (near-Earth objects) and planetary radar data. Anomaly detection in archival data is
supported by programs, such as Astrophysics Data Analysis Program (ADAP). Post-detection
dissemination of Information is relevant to Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
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7 ACRONYMS
2MASS

Two Micron All-Sky Survey

AAC

artificial atmospheric constituent

AccelNet

Accelerating Research through International Network-to-Network Collaborations

ADAP

Astrophysics Data Analysis Program

ADS

NASA Astrophysics Data System

AI

artificial intelligence

ALMA

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array

AMON

Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network

AO

Arecibo Observatory

ARAA

Annual Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics

ARIEL

Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey

ASKAP

Australian SKA Pathfinder

ATA

Allen Telescope Array

BIO

NSF Directorate for Biological Sciences

BOINC

Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing

CASPER

Collaboration for Radio Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics Research

CBMM

MIT Center for Brains, Minds and Machines

CFC

chlorofluorocarbon

CR

cosmic ray

DARPA

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

DFM

Drake figure of merit

EIRP

equivalent isotropic radiated power

ELF

Exo-Life Finder

ELT

Extremely Large Telescope

FFT

fast Fourier transform

FOM

figure of merit

FOV

field of view

FPGA

field programmable gate array

FRB

fast radio burst

GBT

Green Bank Telescope
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GEO

NSF Geosciences

GMRT

Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope

GO

guest observer

GPU

graphics processing unit

GUPPI

Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument

GW

Gravitational Wave

HabEx

Habitable Exoplanet Observatory

HARPS

High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher

HERA

Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array

HIRES

High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer

HPF

Habitable Zone Planet Finder

HST

Hubble Space Telescope

IRAS

Infrared Astronomical Satellite

JWST

James Webb Space Telescope

LiDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

LIGO

Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory

LMT

Large Millimetre Telescope

LOFAR

Low-Frequency Array

LoFASM

Low Frequency All Sky Monitor

LRS

Low Resolution Spectrometer

LSST

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope

LUVOIR

Large UV/Optical/IR Surveyor

METI

Messaging Extraterrestrial Intelligence

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MOST

Microvariability and Oscillations of STars telescope

MWA

Murchison Wide-field Array

NAI

NASA Astrobiology Institute

NAS

National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEID

NN-explore Exoplanet Investigations with Doppler spectroscopy

NEOWISE

Near-Earth Object Wide-field Survey Explorer

ngVLA

next-generation Very Large Array
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NIR

near-infrared

NIROSETI

Near-Infrared Optical SETI

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NN-EXPLORE

NASA-NSF Exoplanet Observational Research

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NSF

National Science Foundation

OIR

Optical/InfraRed

OISE

NSF Office of International Science and Engineering

Pan-STARRS

Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System

POP

persistent organic pollutant

PRV

precision radial velocity

RFI

radio frequency interference

SBE

NSF Directorate for the Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences

SBIR

Small Business Innovation Research

SciSIP

Science of Science & Innovation Policy

SERENDIP

Search for Extraterrestrial Radio Emissions from Nearby Developed Intelligent
Populations

SETI

Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

SNR

signal-to-noise ratio

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

STTR

NASA SBIR Small Business Technology Transfer

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle

UCLA

University of California, Los Angeles

UCO

University of California Observatories

UVOIR

ultraviolet, optical, infrared

VASCO

Vanishing & Appearing Sources during a Century of Observations

VERITAS

Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System

VLT

Very Large Telescope

WISE

Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer

ZTF

Zwicky Transient Facility
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